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ERCIM “Alain Bensoussan” Fellowship Programme

**ERCIM offers fellowships for PhD holders from all over the world.**

Topics cover most disciplines in Computer Science, Information Technology, and Applied Mathematics.

Fellowships are of 12-month duration, spent in one ERCIM member institute. Fellowships are proposed according to the needs of the member institutes and the available funding.

**Conditions**

Applicants must:

- have obtained a PhD degree during the last 8 years (prior to the application deadline) or be in the last year of the thesis work with an outstanding academic record
- be fluent in English
- be discharged or get deferment from military service
- have completed the PhD before starting the grant.

In order to encourage mobility:

- a member institute will not be eligible to host a candidate of the same nationality.
- a candidate cannot be hosted by a member institute, if by the start of the fellowship, he or she has already been working for this institute (including phd or post-doc studies) for a total of 6 months or more, during the last 3 years.

**Application deadlines**

30 April and 30 September

**More information and application form:**

http://fellowship.ercim.eu/

---

**ERCIM 25 Years Celebration**

The 25th ERCIM anniversary and the ERCIM fall meetings will be held at the CNR Campus in Pisa on 23-24 October 2014.

On the occasion of ERCIM’s 25th anniversary, a special session and panel discussion will be held on Thursday 23 October in the afternoon in the auditorium of the CNR Campus. Speakers and representatives from research, industry, the European Commission, and the ERCIM community will present their views on research and future developments in information and communication science and technology:

**Programme**

14:00 - 16:45

- Welcome address by **Domenico Laforenza**, President of ERCIM AISBL (CNR)
- **Alberto Sangiovanni Vincentelli**, Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, University of California at Berkeley: “Let’s get physical: marrying computing with the physical world”
- **Carlo Ratti**, Director, Senseable Lab, MIT, USA: “The Senseable City”
- **Alain Bensoussan**, International Center for Decision and Risk Analysis, School of Management, The University of Texas at Dallas, ERCIM co-founder: “Big data and big expectations: Is a successful matching possible?”
- **Fosca Giannotti**, senior researcher at ISTI-CNR, head of the KDDLab: presentation of the ERCIM White Paper “Big Data Analytics: Towards a European Research Agenda”
- **Emanuele Salerno**, senior researcher at ISTI-CNR: “MUSCLE: from sensing to understanding”

16:45 - 17:15 Coffee break

17:15 - 18:45

**Panel:** “ICT Research in Europe: How to reinforce the cooperation between the main actors and stakeholders”.

Panelists:

- **Carlo Ghezzi** (Moderator), President of Informatics Europe (Politecnico di Milano, Italy)
- **Domenico Laforenza**, President of ERCIM AISBL (CNR)
- **Fabio Pianesi**, Research Director, ICT Labs, European Institute for Innovations and Technology
- **Fabrizio Gagliardi**, President of ACM Europe
- **Jean-Pierre Bourguignon**, President of the European Research Council (ERC)
- **Paola Inverardi**, ICT Italian Delegate, Rector of the University of L’Aquila, Italy
- **Thomas Skordas**, Head of the FET Flagships Unit, European Commission, DG Communications Networks, Content and Technology (DG CNECT)

**For more information, please contact:**

Adriana Lazzaroni, CNR, Italy

E-mail: adriana.lazzaroni@iit.cnr.it
The Future of ICT: Blended Life

Today we live a blended life. This blended life is a direct consequence of the deep penetration of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) into almost every area of our society. ICT brings ubiquitous connectivity and information access that enables disruptive innovative solutions to address societal megatrends such as demographic changes, urbanization, increased mobility and scarcity of natural resources. This leads to a blended life in the sense that the physical and virtual worlds are merging into one where physical encounters with friends and family are seamlessly integrated with virtual encounters on social networks. A blended life in the sense that work and private life can be combined in a way that offers the flexibility to work at any time from any location. A blended life combining work and life-long education facilitated by distance learning platforms that offer us a personalized path to achieving our life and career goals. Industries experience a blended life owing to the deep embedding of ICT into their production methods, products, and services. Customers experience a blended life where ICT allows industries to include consumers in production, blending them into ‘prosumers’.

Blended life is becoming a reality and as such it brings both opportunities and challenges. On the one hand, it allows us to maintain better contact with people we care about, yet at the same time it is accompanied by a level of transparency that raises privacy concerns. The blending of private life and work has the clear advantage of combining private and professional obligations, but at the same time introduces the challenge of maintaining a work-life balance. The blending of products and services leads to personalization of offerings but, at the same time, the huge range of choice can be confusing for consumers. Blended production leads to shorter supply chains and cost-effective production, yet disrupts existing business models, resulting in considerable social impact.

Key drivers in the development of ICT itself, include future network technology (such as 5G, Internet of Things, Sensor Networks) at the communication layer and Cloud Computing at the information-processing layer (such as Software as a Service and Big Data Processing and Analytics). The main challenge here is to deal with the huge amounts of heterogeneous data both from a communication as well as an information processing perspective.

When it comes to the application of ICT in various domains, we see huge disruptions occurring both now and in the future in domains such as social networks, healthcare, energy, production, urban life, and mobility. Here the main challenge is to find a blending that simultaneously drives economic growth and quality of life. There are many domain-specific technical challenges, such as sensor technology for continuous health monitoring, cyber-physical systems for the industrial Internet, 3D-printing, smart-grids for energy supply, tracking and tracing solutions for mobility. Social, economic, and legal challenges are key to successful innovation in this area.

The issue of privacy is a prime example. The domains mentioned above are highly sensitive in regard to privacy. ICT that allows instant proliferation of information and continuous monitoring of behaviour can be perceived as a personal infringement; as a result several innovations have been slowed down, blocked or even reversed.

Innovations addressing societal challenges should involve social, economic, technical and legal specialists right from the inception, to map out the potential issues in a multidisciplinary way in order to ensure a proper embedding into society thus preventing these issues to become innovation blockers.

This approach is at the heart of EIT ICT Labs (www.eitictlabs.eu), a leading European player in ICT Innovation and Education supported by the European Institute of Innovation and Technology. Its mission is to foster entrepreneurial talent and innovative technology for economic growth and quality of life. EIT ICT Labs is active in many of the core ICT developments as well as the embedding of ICT in the above-mentioned domains. Education is an integral part of the EIT ICT Labs approach, since human capital is considered essential in bringing ICT Innovations to life.

Today we live a blended life. At the same time this blended life is only just beginning. Rapid developments in ICT will further drive the penetration of ICT into almost all areas of society leading to many disruptions. The key challenge ahead is to make sure that this blended life combines economic growth with high quality of life, which can only be achieved via a multidisciplinary innovation approach.

Willem Jonker
Future Challenges for ICST

Information and Communication Science and Technology (ICST) and Applied Mathematics are playing an increasing role helping to find innovative solutions raised by today’s economic, societal and scientific challenges. ERCIM member institutes are at the forefront of European research in ICST and Applied Mathematics. Over the years ERCIM News has witnessed the significant advances made by scientists in this field and in the related application areas. On the occasion of ERCIM’s 25th anniversary, we take a glance into the future with the following selection of articles, providing insight into just some of the multitude of challenges that our field is facing:

Economic/societal
• Intermediation Platforms, an Economic Revolution
  by Stéphane Grumbach
• Enabling Future Smart Energy Systems
  by Stefan Dulman and Eric Paunels
• Will the IT Revolution Cost Our Children Their Jobs?
  by Harry Rudin

Science
• The Next Boom of Big Data in Biology: Multicellular Datasets
  by Roeland M.H. Merks

Software
• Looking Towards a Future where Software is Controlled by the Public (and not the other way round)
  by Magiel Bruntink and Jurgen Vinju
• Scaling Future Software: The Manycore Challenge
  by Frank S. de Boer et al.

Intermediation Platforms, an Economic Revolution
by Stéphane Grumbach

Intermediation platforms connect people, services and even things in ways that have been unthinkable until now. Search engines provide relevant references for people searching for information. Social networks connect users in their environment. Car pooling systems link drivers and passengers using the same routes. Intermediation platforms use big data to fuel the services they offer and these services are evolving extremely quickly but almost unnoticed. They are already competing with the oil industry as the world’s top market capitalisations and are on the verge of revolutionising the world in which we live.

Intermediation platforms can connect people, services or things that share common or complementary interests and would benefit from knowing one another. It can be either users that seek out such connections or the platform itself which takes the initiative to suggest connections. The relevance of the intermediation, which relies on sophisticated algorithms and agile business models, ensures the success of the services provided by the platforms [1].

The first intermediation platforms that were deployed at a very large scale were search engines. Introduced in the late 1990s, the primary purpose of search engines is to connect people with the information they are looking for. Meanwhile their business model relies on their secondary service which is effectively targeting ads to users. Search engines rely on very complex algorithms to rank the data and provide relevant answers to queries. In the last decade, intermediation platforms have successfully penetrated an increasing number of sectors, mostly in the social arena.

All intermediation platforms essentially rely on the same architecture. To begin with, they collect huge amounts of data which can come from the outside world (e.g., web pages for search engines) or be hosted by the platform (e.g., social networks). However, they are never produced by the platform itself but rather, by the people, services or things around it. These primary data are then indexed and transformed to extract information that fuels the primary services offered.

The activities of users on platforms generate secondary data. This secondary data essentially consists of traces which the platform generally has exclusive rights to, and allow the platform to create secondary services. A key example of this is the precise profiling of users which permits personalised and customised services: personal assistants trace users as they go about their day-to-day activities, not only online but also in the physical world through the use of geo-localization or quantified-self means.

Beyond personal services, platforms also generate data that can be of tremendous importance for virtually anything, for example, the information provided by search trends on search engines. Interestingly, it is hard to predict what uses this data might have and surprising applications of big data are emerging in many sectors. For instance, in the US, road traffic data from Inrix could reveal economic fluctuations before government services, much like Google Flu was ahead of the Centre for Disease Control. The externalities of big data, both positive and negative, need to be thoroughly considered and this is the goal of the European project BYTE [2], launched this year.

Platforms create ecosystems in which both users and economic players take a role. Platforms follow two rules: (i) they perform a gatekeeper role, acting as intermediaries for other services their users require and removing the need for other middleman; and (ii) they facilitate the easy development of services on their API for economic players. These two rules are fundamental to ensuring their capacity to collect data: this data then fuels all their services.

Platforms now have important economic power that rivals energy corporations. They offer services which have become essential utilities and are indispensable, not only for the general public but corporations as well. This latter group have come to rely on the services of platforms to facilitate customer relations and other fundamental aspects of their businesses. Like other essential utilities, such as water, energy and telecommunications, platforms provide service continuity, are non-discriminatory and can adapt to changes. Their business model is two-sided, with users on one side who
receive free access to services and on the other side, clients (who at this stage mostly consist of advertisers) that can access special services offered to them.

In addition to offering brand new services, platforms are also disrupting [3] existing services by changing the rules of the game. By giving users easy access to a wide choice of possible services, platforms empower consumers. At the same time, they weaken traditional service providers. For instance, in the press, platforms allow users to access content from multiple sources. Such integrators might rely completely on algorithms and thus, bypass in-house journalists. In addition, by taking into account their reading habits or declared interests, platforms can offer a customised experience for their readers. This revolution is progressively taking place in all aspects of the content industry, including publishing, mass media, etc. This level of influence is not unique: there is hardly a sector that involves people, services or things that isn’t or wont be affected by platforms. Platforms are abolishing the distinction between service providers and consumers. Currently, the transportation and the lodging sectors are experiencing seriously impacts. This will soon be the case of media channels. States often react by trying to protect the suffering economic sectors.

Platforms empower people, but weaken establishments. By taking control of an increasing number of services, they also weaken States by disrupting the traditional economy and generating revenue for both users and the platform itself that escape taxation. To respond to this, tax systems must be renovated. However, platforms also hold fantastic potential for meeting one of society’s most important challenges, the more frugal use of resources.

Platforms are on the verge of redesign the world as we know it. They not only introduce incredible promise, but also considerable challenges. To date, no platforms have been developed in Europe and consequently, its dependency on US platforms increases every day. This means that much of the European data harvested online is flowing to the US and with it an increasing loss of business opportunities and control over local activities.

**Link:**
BYTE project: http://byte-project.eu

**References:**
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Stéphane Grumbach
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![Figure 1: An estimate of data flows between representative countries (as indicated by the arrows) that have been harvested online from the top ten websites in each country of origin. These websites represent about a third of the total activity of the entire top 500 sites. It is interesting to note that the US is clearly harvesting most of the data generated by most countries, including those in Europe.](image)
Enabling Future Smart Energy Systems

by Stefan Dulman and Eric Pauwels

The on-going transition to more sustainable energy production methods means that we are moving away from a monolithic, centrally controlled model to one in which both production and consumption are progressively decentralised and localised. This in turn gives rise to complex interacting networks. ICT and mathematics will be instrumental in making these networks more efficient and resilient. This article highlights two research areas that we expect will play an important role in these developments.

The on-going transition to more sustainable energy production methods means that we are moving away from a monolithic, centrally controlled model to one in which both production and consumption are progressively decentralised and localised. This in turn gives rise to complex interacting networks. ICT and mathematics will be instrumental in making these networks more efficient and resilient. This article highlights two research areas that we expect will play an important role in these developments.

The confluence of various scientific and technological developments in computing, telecommunications and micro-electronics is rapidly ushering in an era in which humans, services, sensors, vehicles, robots and various other devices are all linked and interacting through loosely connected networks. Such networks can be thought of as cyber-physical systems as they build on an interwoven combination of the physical and digital environments, interacting through exchanges of data and control. Although the precise details of such cyber-physical systems will largely depend on the concrete application domain (e.g., logistics, smart energy grids, high precision agriculture), they tend to share a set of common important architectural characteristics. These include a large number of fairly autonomous components interacting at different levels, the routine collection and analysis of massive amounts of data, organic growth and fluidity in participation and an emphasis on decentralised decision making. This latter characteristic results in various levels of self-organisation or in other words a system of systems. The scale at which some of these systems are intended to operate, as well as their impact on society, calls for a principled approach to their design, analysis and validation. Therefore, these developments prompt challenging new research questions, creating novel directions of investigation and shedding new light on established ones.

Smart energy systems (SES) are an important case in point. The on-going transition to more sustainable energy production methods means that we are moving away from a monolithic, centrally controlled model to one in which both production and consumption are progressively decentralised and localised. Furthermore, the growing reliance on renewable energy sources such as wind and solar energy introduces considerable fluctuations to energy production that require a prompt and adequate response. As a result, energy networks are increasingly being twinned with parallel ICT networks that shuttle data, often in real time, between the various stakeholders (e.g., producers, distributors and consumers), with the ultimate goal of making the networks more efficient and resilient. Examples of this type of development include: the massive deployment of sensors to closely monitor network performance (e.g., the roll out of smart meters in many countries); the planned introduction of automated, online auctions and markets to use variable pricing as a stabilising mechanism for counter-acting fluctuations in consumption; and the ambition to decentralise energy production by parcelling the network into islands that are largely self-sufficient.

Obviously, in this short contribution it is impossible to highlight all the important research questions that are currently being explored to tackle the many challenges just mentioned. Rather, we will briefly outline two examples of such developments that piqued our personal interest.

A mathematical research topic that is currently being re-invigorated and has direct bearings on the design of SES is the use of gossip algorithms in distributed computing. As the name suggests, gossip algorithms attempt to compute aggregate (i.e., global) values for important network parameters by relying exclusively on local exchanges of information. Put differently, network nodes only talk to their neighbours, but nevertheless manage to efficiently compute reliable values for global network parameters, such as network-wide averages or maximum values. Such an approach obviates the need to establish a central control authority: since the resulting estimates diffuse across the network, it suffices to query an arbitrary node. Furthermore, these algorithms can be extended to be self-stabilising in the sense that changes in the network topology resulting from re-arrangements of neighbours are rapidly and automatically reflected in the final result.

From the short description above, it transpires that gossip-based aggregate computation addresses several of the key issues in SES. A distributed approach solves many scaling issues and proves to be robust against changes in network topology (e.g., nodes becoming unavailable due to failure or exit, new nodes joining the system). Furthermore, as the pro-
resources in general) need to come augmented with widely understood metadata in order to provide sufficient context that other agents can independent process it. This is of particular interest in the nascent field of cross-modal data mining which investigates methodologies that can be used to automatically combine information drawn from heterogeneous sources, for example, how can the content of messages on social media be linked to spikes in consumption data emanating from smart meters? To make this type of analysis possible it is imperative to develop more powerful semantic mediation tools that can automatically identify related concepts in different data sets and establish precise maps between them [2]. We expect that this will spur on further developments in semantic web technologies, in particular ontology alignment and RDF-reasoners.

Again, it is important to re-iterate that such a short contribution cannot do justice to all the different scientific disciplines that are expected to hugely impact SES, such as multi-scale and multi-physics simulations of networks, market mechanisms using multi-agent systems, privacy protection and cyber-security, just to name a few. However, we think that both the topics discussed here will feature prominently in future research and have an important impact, not just on SES research but more generally on the wider class of cyber-physical systems.
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Will the IT Revolution Cost Our Children Their Jobs?
by Harry Rudin

Over the past two and a half centuries, there have been several technological revolutions: the industrial revolution in around 1770, the introduction of steam engines and railways in the 1830s, the introduction of steel and electricity in the 1870s, the use of mass production from 1910 onwards and finally, the current Information Technology (IT) revolution that began in the 1970s. This modern day revolution is unique: not only has it brought us incredible achievements but it also poses some real threats to our traditional concept of employment.

Our Modern Day Revolution
In the past, technological revolutions have been followed by a stagnation in employment figures as traditional jobs are displaced by the new technologies. Then, as people adapt to those technologies and embrace their benefits, new jobs are created, productivity increases and overall living standards improve. This delay between technological breakthroughs and employment recovery is typically several decades [1]. In the case of the IT revolution, however, recovery seems to be taking much longer.

This prompts us to ask the question “Why?”. Previous technological introductions have also acted as a human labour multiplier. For example, the mechanical loom increased productivity by a factor of approximately 100 but is tiny in comparison with the progress seen in electronics and computers, as described by Moore’s Law. To illustrate this point, consider the invention of the transistor in around 1960: since the introduction of this device, computation costs have been reduced by a factor of $10^{10}$. If a similar reduction was seen in aviation costs, it would equate to a brand new Airbus 320 costing one cent as opposed to 100 million dollars.

The IT revolution has been incredibly profound and therefore, it is not surprising that it has had profound consequences. IT goods and services have become relatively inexpensive and virtually ubiquitous and they have been applied to almost every aspect of our day-to-day lives to automate processes from mass production to routine bookkeeping. Now, they are poised to enhance, and in some instances even replace, intellectual processes that have long been thought to be the domain of human intellect alone. Today, IT is being used to guide robots, prepare legal dossiers and even play and win games that call for wit and context such as the popular US game show Jeopardy!.

IT, a Threat to Jobs?
While automation displaced blue-collar workers from repetitive, menial tasks, IT and robotics have accelerated and extended this trend into white-collar sectors. Further, the infinite capabilities of these technologies means they are rapidly making inroads into automating intellectual processes. In the future, it is highly likely that IT will drive our cars, fly...
Our Challenge

The tidal wave of IT progress is a formidable force. In line with historical patterns, some economists are of the view that in time, society will learn how to embrace the new technologies, leverage IT to find new employment solutions and regain more of an equilibrium. However, the world has never dealt with a revolution that has such a profound scope. Happily, certain jobs will obviously be created. For example, there will be a growing demand for jobs that require a flair for creativity, personal interaction and social skills. In addition, huge numbers of software experts will be needed to adapt computers to handle tasks that are yet to be automated. Programming and analytical skills will also be in high demand. It is certainly true that IT will generate many new jobs, but will these replace the current jobs lost? Education will continue to play a vital role in meeting these future challenges: the financial advantages of having a good education are already evident.

Nonetheless we must do more. We have created some incredible technology and now the question is, can we now channel our inventiveness and ingenuity into creating new classes of work? New jobs that will result in a novel economy that is not simply based on consumable goods? The clock is running and I wish all of us, especially our children, good luck.

Link: http://www.zurich.ibm.com/~hr/IT.refs
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The Next Boom of Big Data in Biology: Multicellular Datasets

by Roeland M.H. Merks

Big data research in Life Sciences typically focuses on big molecular datasets of protein structures, DNA sequences, gene expression, proteomics and metabolomics. Now, however, new developments in three-dimensional imaging and microscopy have started to deliver big datasets of cell behaviours during embryonic development including cell trajectories and shapes and patterns of gene activity from every position in the embryo. This surge of multicellular and multi-scale biological data poses exciting new challenges for the application of ICT and applied mathematics in this field.

In 1995, when I was in the early stages of my biology masters and starting to think about PhD opportunities, Nature published a short feature article entitled ‘The Boom in Bioinformatics’. The world needed bioinformaticians, the article said, “to take full advantage of the vast wealth of genetic data emanating from […] the Human Genome Project and other […] efforts.” With a combined interest in computer science and biology, you might have thought therefore, this promised a bright future for me. The problem was bioinformatics did not excite me. I didn’t believe it would solve the problem I had held closest to my heart since I had first seen tadpoles develop from eggs, embryogenesis. After all, embryos are not just bags of genes.

Technological developments in microscopy and image analysis are now producing a flood of new data that excites me much more. With this data, it is now possible to track the movements and behaviours of any cell, in an early embryo, organ, or tumour. With this capability we will now be able to identify what makes cells take a wrong turn in children with birth defects or how tumour cells can change their metabolism and movement to out compete their well-behaved neighbours and disrupt the structure and function of an organ. Such mechanistic insights will eventually make it possible to interfere with developmental mechanisms with a greater specificity than currently possible.

Conventional light microscopy can already follow the migration of a subset of individual cells (labelled with fluorescent markers) in organs but techniques are getting better. Two-photon microscopy techniques, used in conjunction with advanced image analysis, allow researchers to routinely generate all-cell datasets of developing embryos or organs. Applying this approach the BioEmergences platform at CNRS (Gif-sur-Yvette, France) recently produced a gene expression atlas featuring cellular resolution of developing zebrafish [1]. Soon we will be able to follow every cell in developing organisms and tissues and concurrently identify what genes they are expressing and what metabolites they are producing.

These developments will generate enormous new datasets that will be much bigger than those that currently exist in molecular biology. So how can we store such data in a structured way so that researchers can use it meaningfully to further the field of embryogenesis? First, the data must be stored in standard formats that facilitate sharing and make it accessible for on-going use after publication. For molecular data standards exist to ensure the gene sequence and functional features are captured. For example, Gene Ontology is a structured vocabulary that allows researchers to assign a readable list of well-defined biological functions to a gene. Two computer-oriented, domain-specific languages, SBML and CellML, can be used to describe the dynamic interaction networks of genes, proteins and metabolites. These languages create files that are similar to PDF files and they can be interpreted by many different software applications.

Ongoing initiatives in the field of information sciences are laying the foundations for similar data standards and domain-specific languages in the multicellular biology community. New versions of SBML will allow users to describe the distribution of molecules in fixed geometries and coupled cells. However, in a recent paper that proposed a Cell Behaviour Ontology (CBO) [2], it was argued that SBML is not the most efficient or insightful way to annotate embryological data. The multicellular organism is a collection of thousands to trillions of individual cells. Individually describing the gene expression levels and biophysical properties of each cell will create huge datasets but not necessarily yield useful insights. Even the most detailed three-dimensional movies or sets of cell trajectories are merely pretty pictures unless we can identify and label their components meaningfully. A useful comparison is thinking about the difference between providing a list of pixels in an image versus the list of things in that image. CBO focuses on describing the behaviour of cells and the dependency of those behaviours on the cell’s internal machinery. This includes its gene expression pattern and local environment. This declarative approach allows the CBO to categorise each cell in a developing embryo using a manageable set of cell types which range from the tens to hundreds in number. Each cell type is characterised by the same class of behaviours, thus, cells belonging to the same cell type share the same behaviours. Each cell follows a set of logical input and output rules that guide these behaviours and its transition from one cell type to another (i.e., differentiation). Many cell types in multicellular organisms are ‘sub-types’ whose behaviour varies in subtle ways around a general ‘base’ cell type. For example, the endothelial cells in a developing blood vessel are made up of two sub-types: ‘tip’ cells at the end of a sprouting blood vessel which are usually more spikey and motile and ‘stalk’ cells which occur to the back of the sprout. This approach allows the CBO to develop a hierarchical classification of cell types and cell behaviours.

Besides compressing the data, the classification of cell behaviours will also enable quantitative biologists to understand biological development to a point that, with the aid of applied mathematicians, they can then reconstruct it using agent-based computer simulations. This will then enable them to unravel how subtle changes in cell behaviour, driven by factors such as inherited disease or cancer, can affect the outcome of development and why. Thus, the resulting
datasets become more meaningful descriptions of the observations as well as sets of rules to construct agent-based computer simulations of those observations. In this way, CBO takes a ‘cell-based approach’ [3], which views embryogenesis as the collective behaviour of a ‘colony’ of individual cells.

The extraction of cell behaviours from data, followed by the re-synthesis of the embryo as a computer simulation is already under way. At Inria (Roquencourt, France), a team led by Dirk Drasdo is using structural images to build simulations of liver regeneration following poisoning. At Inria (Montpellier, France), the VirtualPlants team headed by Christophe Godin has used detailed plant tissue images to build cell-level simulations of leaf initiation and vascular development in plants. In our own work here at CWI (Amsterdam), we are simulating the formation of blood vessel sprouts, e.g., during cancer neoangiogenesis, from the chemical and mechanical interactions between endothelial cells. As multicellular imaging datasets are merging with explanatory computer modelling, big data in biology is finally starting to really excite me.

**Links:**
- Multicellular Modeling at CWI: http://biomodel.project.cwi.nl
- VirtualPlants team: http://www.inria.fr/en/teams/virtual-plants
- Dirk Drasdo group: http://ms.izbi.uni-leipzig.de
- CompuCell3D multicellular simulator: http://compucell3d.org
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Figure: Zebrafish (Danio rerio) imaged live throughout early development (gastrulation). Snapshots of the tailbud stage.

A: Raw data (fluorescent nuclei and membranes), display with avizo software, data cut at a depth of 100 microns.

B: Display of detected nuclei and cell trajectories, calculated using the BioEmergences workflow (http://www.bioemergences.eu).

A, B scale bar 100 microns. Close up in C to show selected clones (colored cubes) and their trajectories for the past 6 hours, in white an orthoslice of the membrane channel.

Pictures by Nadine Peyriéras, BioEmergences.eu, CNRS Gif-sur-Yvette, France.
Looking Towards a Future where Software is Controlled by the Public (and not the other way round)

by Magiel Bruntink and Jurgen Vinju

Nowadays, software has a ubiquitous presence in everyday life and this phenomenon gives rise to a range of challenges that affect both individuals and society as a whole. In this article we argue that in the future, the domain of software should no longer belong to technical experts and system integrators alone. Instead it should transition to a firmly engaged public domain, similar to city planning, social welfare and security. The challenge that lies at the heart of this problem is the ability to understand, on a technical level, what all the different software actually is and what it does with our information.

Software is intrinsically linked to many of the challenges currently facing society. The most obvious of these challenges is data security and user privacy. Much of the software currently in use collects data. This data comes from a wide range of sources including recreational activities, personal health, messaging, street surveillance, financial transactions and international communications. Software is not only deployed on personal (mobile) computing devices but also through far-reaching government programs. In all cases, it is the software that tells each computing device how to participate in the act of data collection and process the activities that bring benefits. Whether these benefits are for the greater good of society, however, is not always clear cut. This prompts questions such as “Who is aware of the exact data collected by their smartphone, or where (on the internet) it will be stored?” , “What servers hold the contents of your software-supported tax return and in which countries are they located?” or “Is there a database somewhere that somehow stores a picture of you linked to a crime scene?”.

Besides the obvious political and social aspects of these questions, there are more fundamental problems that still need to be addressed by software researchers and practitioners. The core problem that exacerbates the issues of software security and privacy is that software is not sufficiently well understood at a technical level, especially at the scales at which it is now being developed and deployed. All too often, software is so complex it can’t even be handled by the most experienced software engineers or explained by the most advanced theories in computer science, and too big to be summarised accurately by the automated tools created for that purpose. How then are policy makers or the general public supposed to be able to make software-related decisions that are based on facts and insight?

Given that software complexity is still an untamed problem, what consequences exist for data security and privacy? There are numerous examples of incidents in which the security of key systems in many (public) organizations have been breached. Recently, a serious vulnerability dubbed the ‘Heartbleed bug’ was exposed in a software (OpenSSL) that is supposed to secure vast numbers of Internet servers. It isn’t at all clear what happened to the data stored on those systems that were compromised by these vulnerabilities.

Heartbleed, in particular, provides an interesting illustration of the level of software complexity we are dealing with. The bug itself consists of only two lines of code, whereas the entire OpenSSL software package contains 450,000 lines of code [1]. Industry research into the existence of bugs or defects suggests a wide range in the bug ratio, from 0.1 to 100 bugs per 1,000 lines of code [2,3]. This ratio is strongly related to how well the software was developed and tested. Clearly, our current understanding of software does not allow us to develop software without bugs and is just one of the consequences of software complexity. Other considerations include the high cost and lack of performance.

Considering all this, we feel that the future of software should involve a radical change, best summarised as follows:

Software complexity should become a public problem, instead of simply remaining just a problem for the public. In our view, the current situation in which software is too complex to be handled properly should transition to a situation...
where software-related decisions can feasibly be made by non-experts, in particular policy makers and citizens.

In our view, a positive development has been the installation of the (temporary) committee on ICT by the Dutch House of Representatives, which is tasked with investigating several problematic e-government projects. We envision a similar public status for software as given to law making, city planning, social security, etc. While all these social priorities still require a certain level of technical expertise, public debate determines their direction. There is a long road ahead to reach a point where software can join this list. We feel the following directions are essential to making this journey:

• investment in research that creates more accessible software technologies, for instance, domain-specific (programming) languages that achieve a better fit to societal problems and reduce software complexity;
• investment in empirical research that considers the current state-of-the-art practices in dealing with software complexity with a view to scientifically establishing good and bad practices, methods and technologies;
• the introduction of software and computing curriculum at the primary, secondary and higher levels of education to increase general software literacy and ultimately, foster a better public understanding of software complexity; and
• contributions to the public debate on the nature of software and its impacts on society, for instance, by arguing that society-critical software should transition to open-source models, enabling public control and contribution.

In conclusion, to arrive at a future where software is something we can all understand and control, as opposed to us being controlled by software and its complexities, a strong focus on software will be required in both research and education. Therefore, it is high time to generate public engagement on the complexities of software and the challenges that it creates.

Link:
[1] Blackduck Open Hub:
https://www.openhub.net/p.openssl
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Scaling Future Software: The Manycore Challenge
by Frank S. de Boer, Einar Broch Johnsen, Dave Clarke, Sophia Drossopoulou, Nobuko Yoshida and Tobias Wrigstad

Existing software cannot benefit from the revolutionary potential increases in computational power provided by manycore chips unless their design and code are polluted by an unprecedented amount of low-level, fine-grained concurrency detail. As a consequence, the advent of manycore chips threatens to make current main-stream programming approaches obsolete, and thereby, jeopardizes the benefits gained from the last 20 years of development in industrial software engineering. In this article we put forward an argument for a fundamental breakthrough in how parallelism and concurrency are integrated into the software of the future.

A radical paradigm shift is currently taking place in the computer industry: chip manufacturers are moving from single-processor chips to new architectures that utilise the same silicon real estate for a conglomerate of multiple independent processors known as multicore. It is predicted that this development will continue and in the near future multicore will become manycore. These chips will feature an estimated one million cores. How will this hardware development affect the software? The dominant programming paradigm in the industry today is object-orientation. The use of objects to structure data and drive processing operations in software programs has proven to be a powerful concept for mastering the increasing complexity of software. As a consequence, in the last few decades, industry has invested heavily in object-oriented software engineering practices.
Thus, manycore processors require radically new hardware and software processes to coordinate interactions among the concurrent processes and between the processing and storage units. This task requires a fundamental breakthrough in how parallelism and concurrency are integrated into programming languages, substantiated by a complete inversion of the current canonical language design. By inverting design decisions, which have largely evolved in a sequential setting, new programming models can be developed that are suitable for mainstream concurrent programming and deployment onto parallel hardware. This could be achieved without imposing a heavy syntactic overhead on the programmer.

The authors of this article are the principal investigators of the three-year EU Upscale project (From Inherent Concurrency to Massive Parallelism through Type-Based Optimizations) which started in March 2014. In this project we take as starting point of the inverted language design existing actor-based languages [1] and libraries (i.e., Akka Actor API; see Links section). In contrast to an object, an actor executes its own thread of control in which the provided operations are processed as requested, by the actors which run in parallel. These requests are processed according to a particular scheduling policy, e.g., in order of their arrival. Sending a request to execute a provided operation involves the asynchronous passing of a corresponding message. That is, the actor that sends this message continues the execution of its own thread. Both concurrency and the features which typically make concurrency easier to exploit, such as immutability, locality and asynchronous message passing, will be default behaviour of the actors. This inversion produces a programming language that can be easily analysed as properties which may potentially inhibit parallelism (e.g., synchronous communication and shared mutable state) must be explicitly declared.

The key feature of the Encore language that is currently under development is that everything will be designed to leverage deployment issues. Deployment is the mapping of computations to processors and the scheduling of such computations. The main rationale of the inverted language design is to support the automated analysis of the code in order that deployment-related information can be obtained. This information can then be used to facilitate optimisations by both the compiler and at run-time. These automated optimisations will alleviate the design of parallel applications for manycore architectures and thus will make the potential computing power of this hardware available to mainstream developers.

Links:
Upscale project: http://www.upscale-project.eu
Akka Actor API. http://akka.io/docs/
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Introduction to the Special Theme

Software Quality

by Jurgen Vinju and Anthony Cleve, guest editors for the special theme section

The introduction of fast and cheap computer and networking hardware enables the spread of software. Software, in a nutshell, represents an unprecedented ability to channel creativity and innovation. The joyful act of simply writing computer programs for existing ICT infrastructure can change the world. We are currently witnessing how our lives can change rapidly as a result, at every level of organization and society and in practically every aspect of the human condition: work, play, love and war.

The act of writing software does not imply an understanding of the resulting creation. We are surprised by failing software (due to bugs), the inability of rigid computer systems to “just do what we want”, the loss of privacy and information security, and last but not least, the million euro software project failures that occur in the public sector. These surprises are generally not due to negligence or unethical behaviour but rather reflect our incomplete understanding of what we are creating. Our creations, at present, are all much too complex and this lack of understanding leads to a lack of control.

Just as it is easy to write a new recipe for a dish the world has never seen before, it is also easy to create a unique computer program which does something the world has never seen before. When reading a recipe, it isn’t easy to predict how nice the dish will taste and, similarly, we cannot easily predict how a program will behave from reading its source code. The emergent properties of software occur on all levels of abstraction. Three examples illustrate this. A “while loop” can be written in a minute but it can take a person a week or even a lifetime to understand whether it will eventually terminate or not on any input. Now imagine planning the budget for a software project in which all loops should terminate quickly. Or take a scenario where you simply need to scale a computer system from a single database with a single front-end application to a shared database with two front-end applications running in parallel. Such an “improvement” can introduce the wildest, unpredictable behaviours such as random people not getting their goods delivered, or worse, the wrong limb amputated. In the third example, we do not know how the network will react to the load generated by the break of the next international soccer match between France and Germany, e.g., “When will it all crash?”.

Higher quality software is simpler software, with more predictable properties. Without limiting the endless possibilities of software, we need to be able to know what we are creating. Teaching state-of-the-art software engineering theory and skills is one way of improving understanding but alone, this is not enough. We are working on developing better theories and better tools to improve our understanding of complex software and to better control its complex emergent behaviours. We will be able to adapt existing software to satisfy new requirements and to understand how costly these adaptations will be and the quality of the results. We will be able to design software in a way that means that consciously made design decisions will lead to predictable, high quality software artifacts. We will be able to plan and budget software projects within reasonable margins of error.

In this special theme of ERCIM News, some of the recent steps developed to understand and manipulate software quality are presented. We aren’t yet at the stage where we fully understand, or can control software but we are certainly working towards this point. Some researchers are studying the current reality of software, discovering theories and tools that can improve our abilities to analyse, explain and manipulate. Other researchers are re-thinking and re-shaping the future of software by discovering new, simpler languages and tools to construct the next generation of software. These two perspectives should leapfrog us into a future where we understand it all.

As quality and simplicity are highly subjective concepts, our best bet is to strive to increasingly contextualising software engineering theory and technology. General theory, languages and tools have resulted in overly complex systems so now, more specialised tools and techniques for distinct groups of people and industries are being discovered. For example, instead of modelling computation in general, we are now modelling big data processing; instead of inventing new general purpose programming languages, we are now focusing on domain specific formalisms; and instead of reverse engineering all knowledge from source code, we are now extracting domain specific viewpoints.

We hope you will find this selection of articles an inspiring overview of state-of-the-art software quality engineering research and beyond.
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Monitoring Software Quality at Large Scale

by Eric Bouwers, Per John and Joost Visser

In 2004, the Software Improvement Group (SIG) introduced a new software monitoring service. Then a recent spin-off of CWI with a couple of clients and a vision, SIG has transformed itself ten years later into a respected (and sometimes feared) specialist in software quality assessment that helps a wide variety of organizations to manage their application portfolios, their development projects, and their software suppliers.

Over the last 10 years, a range of technological, organizational and infrastructure innovations have allowed SIG to grow to the point that it provides an assessment service currently processing 27 million lines of code each week. In this article, we present a brief discussion of a few of those innovations.

Analysis tools

The software analysts at SIG are also software developers who create and continuously improve their own suite of software analysis tools. Not only are these tools adept at picking apart source code, they can be easily extended to support a range of additional computer languages. To date, this strength has been exploited to develop support for around 100 different languages, 50 of which are used on a continuous basis. These tools are also good at operating autonomously and scale appropriately. After an initial configuration, new batches of source code can be automatically analyzed quickly, allowing the analysts to focus their attention on the quality anomalies that are found [1]. On average, across all systems types, serious anomalies occur in approximately 15% of the analysed code.

Evaluation models

Whilst all software systems differ (i.e., their age, technologies used, functionality and architecture), common patterns do exist between them. These become apparent through ongoing, extensive analysis. SIG’s analysts noticed these patterns in the software quality measurements and consolidated their experience to produce standardized evaluation models that operationalize various aspects of software quality (as defined by the ISO-25010 international standard of software product quality). The first model focused on the “maintainability” of a system. First published in 2007, this model has been used by the Technischer Überwachungs-Verein (TÜV) to certify software products. Since 2009, this model has been used by the Technischer Überwachungs-Verein (TÜV) to certify software products.

Recently, two applications used by the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure (Rijkswaterstaat) to assist with maintaining safe waterways, were awarded 4-star quality certificates by this organisation (from a possible 5 stars). Similar models for software security, reliability, performance, testing and energy-efficiency, have recently become available and these are continuously being refined.

Lab organization

Scalable tools and models that can effectively be applied are extremely valuable, but to achieve this, proper organization is paramount. SIG organizes its software analysis activities in an ISO-17025 certified lab. This means that analysts undergo proper training and follow standardized work procedures, consequently producing reliable measurement results that can be repeated. When quality anomalies are detected, they undergo triage in the Monitor Control Centre (Figure 1). Here, the false positive results are rated out. Then, depending on the severity and/or type of finding, the analyst works with the client to determine an appropriate resolution. If the anomaly cannot be resolved, then senior management becomes involved. Currently, SIG monitors over 500 software systems and takes over 200 code snapshots each week. From these, their analysts are responsible for assessing over 27 million lines of code, in over 50 different languages from COBOL and Scala to PL/SQL and Python.

Value adding: beyond software quality

On the foundation of tools and models, SIG has built an advisory practice. Working together with the analysts, the role of the advisors is to translate technical software quality findings into risks and recommendations. Thus, SIG is able to provide cost comparisons (e.g., the cost of repairing quality defects versus not repairing them [3]) or provide project recommendations (e.g., suboptimal quality may be a reason to postpone deployment, cancel a project or provide better conditions to the developers). By providing this context to the software findings, SIG offers...
meaningful value for its client’s technical staff and decision-makers.

Ongoing R&D
The growth of SIG thus far, and its future path depends on ongoing investment in R&D. Into the future, SIG is looking to keep working with universities and research institutes from around the Netherlands (including Delft, Utrecht, Amsterdam, Tilburg, Nijmegen and Leiden) and beyond (e.g., the Fraunhofer Institute) to explore new techniques to control software quality. A number of questions still remain unanswered. For example, “how can the backlogs of agile projects be analysed to give executive sponsors confidence in what those agile teams are doing?”, “how can security vulnerabilities due to dependencies on third-party libraries be detected?”, “how can development teams be given insight into the energy footprint of their products and ways to reduce them?” or, “what are the quality aspects of the software-defined infrastructure that support continuous integration and deployment?”. By continuing to explore the answers to these questions and others, SIG will continue to grow in the future.
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OSSMETER: A Health Monitoring System for OSS Projects

by Nicholas Matragkas, James Williams and Dimitris Kolovos

OSSMETER is a FP7 European project that aims to extend the state-of-the-art in the field of automated analysis and the measurement of open-source software (OSS). It also aims to develop a platform that will support decision makers in the process of discovering, comparing, assessing and monitoring the health, quality, impact and activity of OSS.

Deciding if an open-source software (OSS) project meets the standards required for adoption, in terms of quality, maturity, the activity of the development and user support, is not a straightforward process. It involves exploring a variety of information sources including OSS source code repositories, communication channels (e.g., newsgroups, forums and mailing lists) and bug-tracking systems. Source code repositories help the potential adoptee to identify how actively the code has been developed, which programming languages were used, how well the code has been commented and how thoroughly the code has been tested. Communication channels can identify whether user questions are being answered in a timely and satisfactory manner and help estimate how many experts and users the software has. Finally, bug-tracking systems can show whether the software has many open bugs and the rate at which those bugs are fixed. Other relevant metadata such as the number of downloads, the license(s) under which the software is made available and its release history may also be available from the forge that hosts the project. If available, this myriad of information can help OSS adoptees make informed decisions, however, the disaggregated nature of the information makes this analysis tedious and time consuming.

This task becomes even more challenging if the user wishes to identify and compare several different OSS projects that offer software with similar functionality (e.g., there are more than 20 open-source XML parsers for the Java programming language) and make an evidence-based selection decision. Following the product selection, the software still requires on-going monitoring to ensure it remains healthy, actively developed and adequately supported throughout its lifecycle. This is crucial for identifying and mitigating any risks that emerge as a result of a decline in the project’s quality indicators in a timely manner.

OSSMETER is a Specific Targeted Research Project (STREP) under the Seventh Framework Programme for research and technological development (FP7). The project began in October 2012 and will end in March 2015. A number of different European organizations are involved in the project: The Open Group, University of York and University of Manchester (United...
Monitoring Services Quality in the Cloud

by Miguel Zuñiga-Prieto, Priscila Cedillo, Javier Gonzalez-Huerta, Emilio Insfran and Silvia Abrahão

Due to the dynamic nature of cloud computing environments, continuous monitoring of the quality of cloud services is needed in order to satisfy business goals and enforce service-level agreements (SLAs). Current approaches for SLA specifications in IT services are not sufficient since SLAs are usually based on templates that are expressed in a natural language, making automated compliance verification and assurance tasks difficult. In such a context, the use of models at runtime becomes particularly relevant: such models can help retrieve data from the running system to verify SLA compliance and if the desired quality levels are not achieved, drive the dynamic reconfiguration of the cloud services architecture.

Cloud computing represents much more than an infrastructure with which organizations can quickly and efficiently provision and manage their computing capabilities. It also represents a fundamental shift in how cloud applications need to be built, run and monitored. While some vendors are offering different technologies, a mature set of development tools that can facilitate cross-cloud development, deployment and evaluation is yet to be developed. This definitely represents a growth area in the future. The different nature of cloud application development will drive changes in software development process frameworks, which will become more self-maintained and practice-oriented.

Cloud services need to comply with a set of contract clauses and quality requirements, specified by an SLA. To support the fulfillment of this agreement a monitoring process can be defined which allows service providers to determine the actual quality of cloud services. Traditional monitoring technologies are restricted to static and homogenous environments and, as such, cannot be appropriately applied to cloud environments [3]. Further, during the development of these technologies, many assumptions are realized at design time. However, due to the dynamic nature of cloud computing, meeting those assumptions in this context is not possible. It is necessary, therefore, to monitor the continuous satisfaction of the functional and quality requirements at runtime.

During this monitoring process, the violation of an SLA clause may trigger the dynamic reconfiguration of the existing cloud services architecture. Dynamic reconfiguration creates and destroys architectural elements instances at runtime: this is particularly important in the context of cloud computing as their services must continue working while the reconfiguration takes place. However, little attention has been paid to supporting this reconfiguration at runtime and only recently has the field of software engineering research started focusing on these issues [1].

Through the Value@Cloud project, funded by the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness in Spain, we are developing a framework to support model-driven incremental cloud service development. Specifically, the framework supports cloud development teams to: i) capture business goals and Quality-of-Service (QoS) attributes (which will form part of the SLA); ii) create and incrementally deploy architectural-
centric cloud services that are capable of dynamically evolving; and iii) monitor the quality of cloud services delivered to the customers.

The monitoring strategy developed through this project is based on two key elements. The first is models at runtime [2] which verify the degree of compliance against the quality requirements specified in the SLA. The second is techniques for dynamically reconfiguring the cloud services architecture if the desired quality levels are not satisfied. The main activities and artifacts involved in this monitoring strategy are shown in Figure 1.

Models at runtime offer flexibility to the monitoring infrastructure through their reflection mechanisms: the modification of quality requirements may dynamically change the monitoring computation, thus avoiding the need to adjust the monitoring infrastructure. In our approach, models at runtime are part of a monitoring & analysis middleware that interacts with cloud services. This middleware retrieves data in the model at runtime, analyzes the information and provides a report outlining the SLA violations. This report is used in the reconfiguration planning to dynamically reconfigure the cloud services architecture in order to satisfy the SLA. The architecture reconfiguration is carried out by generating cloud specific reconfiguration plans, which include adaptation patterns to be applied to cloud service instances at runtime.

We believe that our approach will facilitate the monitoring of the higher-level quality attributes specified in SLAs. It can also provide the architect with flexibility if new quality requirements need to be added or modified since the changes will be performed at runtime and the monitoring infrastructure will remain unchanged. Finally, not only does this approach report the SLA violations identified but also provides a reconfiguration plan for dynamically changing the cloud service architecture in order to satisfy the SLA quality requirements.

Link:
ISSI Research Group at Universitat Politècnica de València:
http://issi.dsic.upv.es/projects
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**Dictô: Keeping Software Architecture Under Control**

by Andrea Caracciolo, Mircea Filip Lungu and Oscar Nierstrasz

*Dictô is a declarative language for specifying architectural rules that uses a single uniform notation. Once defined, the rules can automatically be validated using adapted off-the-shelf tools.*

Quality requirements (e.g., performance or modifiability) and other derived constraints (e.g., naming conventions or module dependencies) are often described in software architecture documents in the form of rules. For example:

- "Repository interfaces can only declare methods named ‘find*()’";
- or
- "If an exception is wrapped into another one, the wrapped exception must be referenced as the cause";
- and
- "Entity bean attributes of type ‘Code’ must be annotated with @Type(type = “com.[..].hibernate.CodeMapping”)."

Ideally, rules such as these should be checked periodically and automatically. However, after interviewing and sur-
vying dozens of practitioners [1], we discovered that in approximately 60% of cases, these architectural rules are either checked using non-automated techniques (e.g., code review or manual testing) or not checked at all. This situation arises because the automated tools currently available are highly specialized and not always convenient to use. Typically, these tools only handle one kind of rule based on various (often undocumented) theoretical and operational assumptions that hinder their implementation of the planned architecture over time and helps prevent architectural decay.

How it works
Using Dictō, an architectural rule such as “The web service must answer user requests within 10ms” can be expressed as “WebService must HaveResponseTimeLessThan (“10 ms”).”

Rules are composed of subject entities and logical predicates. In this example, the subject (“WebService”) is an entity defined by the user, which maps to a concrete element of the system. The predicate (“HaveResponseTimeLessThan”) is formulated to prescribe the expected properties on the specified subjects. To increase expressivity without sacrificing readability, we support four types of rules: must, cannot, only-can and can-only.

Dictō rules are parsed and fed to the most appropriate tool through purpose-built adapters (Figure 1). These are plug-ins designed to accept rules that match a specific syntactic structure. The accepted rules are then analyzed and used to generate a valid input specification for the adapted tool. The results obtained from each of the supported tools can eventually be aggregated and used to build an overall report for the user. The adapters are written by tool experts and, by contributing the necessary code to the Dictō project, can be shared with a larger user-base.

This work has been developed by Andrea Caracciolo (Software Composition Group, University of Bern). It is part of the “Agile Software Assessment” project funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation. The tool is freely available for download on our website (http://scg.unibe.ch/dicto-dsl/) and the source code is open under the MIT license. We are interested in both academic and industry collaborations to further develop and assess our approach.

Link:
http://scg.unibe.ch/dicto-dsl/
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Dedicated Software Analysis Tools  
by Nicolas Anquetil, Stéphane Ducasse and Usman Bhatti

The data and software analysis platform Moose allows for the quick development of dedicated tools that can be customized at different levels. These tools are crucial for large software systems that are subject to continuous evolution.

The lifetime of large systems (such as those that support the activities of banks, hospitals, insurance companies and the army) can be measured in decades. Such software systems have become a crucial component for running the day-to-day affairs of our society. Since these systems model important aspects of human activity, they must undergo continuous evolution that follows the evolution of our society. For example, new laws, economical constraints or requirements force large software systems to evolve. Previous studies have shown that undertaking this evolution can represent up to 90% of total software effort [1]. Controlling such systems and ensuring they can evolve is a key challenge: it calls for a detailed understanding of the system, as well as its strengths and weaknesses. Deloittes recently identified this issue as an emerging challenge [2].

From an analysis of the current situation, four key facts emerge.
1. Despite the importance of software evolution for our economy, it is not considered to be a relevant problem (and in fact, is considered a topic of the past): for example, currently there are no EU research axes that focus on this crucial point while buzzwords such as “big data” and “the Cloud” attract all the attention.
2. People seem to believe that the issues associated with software analysis and evolution have been solved, but the reality is little has been accomplished.
3. New development techniques such as Agile Development, Test Driven Development, Service-Oriented Architecture and Software Product Lines cannot solve the problems that have accumulated over years of maintenance on legacy systems and it is impossible to dream of redeveloping even a small fraction of the enormous quantity of software that currently exists today.
4. Software evolution is universal: it happens to any successful software, even in projects written with the latest and coolest technologies. The productivity increases that have been achieved with more recent technologies will further complicate the issue as engineers produce more complex code that will also have to be maintained. There are tools that propose some basic analyses in terms of the “technical debt” (i.e., that put a monetary value on bad code quality), however, knowing that you have a debt does not help you take action to improve code quality.

Typical software quality solutions that assess the value of some generic metrics at a point in time are not adapted to the needs of the developers. Over the years we have developed Moose, a data and software analysis platform. We have previously presented Moose [3], but in this article, we want to discuss some of the aspects we learnt while selling tools built on top of Moose. In conjunction with the clients of our associated company Synectique, we identified that an adequate analysis infrastructure requires the following elements.

The first is dedicated processes and tools which are needed to approach the specific problems a company or system might face. Frequently software systems use proprietary organization schemes to complete tasks, for example, to implement a specific bus communication between components. In such cases, generic solutions are mostly useless as they only give information in terms of the “normal”, low-level concepts available in the programming language used. Large software systems need to be analyzed at a higher abstraction level (e.g., component, feature or sub-system). This supports reverse engineering efforts. In Moose, we offer a meta model-based solution where the imported data is stored independently of the programming language. This approach can be extended to support proprietary concepts or idioms, and new data can be supported by merely adapting the model and defining the proper importer. Once the information is imported, analysts can take advantage of the different tools for crafting software analyses that are tailored to meet their needs.

The second element is tagging. End users and/or reengineers often require a way to annotate and query entities with expert knowledge or the results of an analysis. To respond to this need, end users and reengineers are provided with a tagging mechanism which allows them to identify interesting entities or their groups. An interesting case which highlights the use of this mechanism is the extraction of a functional architecture from structural model information. Once experts or analyses have tagged entities, new tools and analyses (such as a rule-based validation) use it (by querying) to advanced knowledge and create more results.
The third element is the dependency nightmare analysis and remediation tool. Large and/or old software systems have often suffered from architectural drift for so long that there is little or no architecture left. All parts of a software system are intrinsically linked and frequently, loading three modules can mean loading the complete system. The challenge is how to deal with this fine grained information at a large grain level. We propose an advanced cyclic dependency analysis and removal tools as well as a drill-down on architectural views. Figure 1 shows the tool revealing recursive dependencies for impact analysis.

The fourth element is a trend analysis solution. Instead of a punctual picture of a system’s software state, it is desirable to understand the evolution of the quality of entities. As the source code (and thus the software entities) typically evolve in integrated development environments, independently from the dedicated, off-the-shelf, software quality tools, computing quality analysis trends requires changes (e.g., add, remove, move or rename) of individual software entities identified. We propose a tool that computes such changes and the metric evolutions. Figure 2 shows the changes computed on two versions (green: entity added, red: entity removed) and the evolution of quality metrics for a change. Queries may be expressed in terms of the changes (i.e., “all added methods”) or in terms of the metric variations (i.e., “increase of CyclomaticComplexity > 5”).

Conclusion

Software evolution and maintenance is, and will continue to be, a challenge for the future. This is not because a lack of research advances but rather because more and more software is being created and that software is destined to last longer. In addition, any successful software systems must evolve to adapt to global changes. Our experience shows that while problems may look similar on the surface, key problems often require dedicated attention (e.g., processing, analyses and tools). There is a need for dedicated tools that can be customized at different levels, such as models, offered analyses and the level of granularity.
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http://www.moosetechnology.org
http://www.synectique.eu
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Mining Open Software Repositories

by Jesús Alonso Abad, Carlos López Nozal and Jesús M. Maudes Raedo

With the boom in data mining which has occurred in recent years and higher processing powers, software repository mining now represents a promising tool for developing better software. Open software repositories, with their availability and wide spectrum of data attributes are an exciting testing ground for software repository mining and quality assessment research. In this project, the aim was to achieve improvements in software development processes in relation to change control, release planning, test recording, code review and project planning processes.

In recent years, scientists and engineers have started turning their heads towards the field of software repository mining. The ability to not only examine static snapshots of software but also the way they have evolved over time is opening up new and exciting lines of research towards the goal of enhancing the quality assessment process. Descriptive statistics (e.g., mean, median, mode, quartiles of the data-set, variance and standard deviation) are not enough to generalize specific behaviours such as how prone a file is to change [1]. Data mining analysis (e.g., clustering, regression, etc.) which are based on the newly accessible information from software repositories (e.g., contributors, commits, code frequency, active issues and active pull requests) must be developed with the aim of proactively improving software quality, not only reactively responding to issues. Open source software repositories like Sourceforge and GitHub provide a rich and varied source of data to mine. Their open nature welcomes contributors with very different skill sets and experience levels and the absence or low levels of standardized workflow enforcement make them reflect ‘close-to-extreme’ cases (as opposed to the more structured
workflow patterns experienced when using, for instance, a branch-per-task branching policy). In addition, they provide easily accessible data sources for scientists to experiment with. The collection of these massive amounts of data have been supported by Qualitas Corpus [2] and GHTorrent [3] who have both made multiple efforts to gather and offer datasets to the scientific community.

The project workflow, undertaken by our research team at the University of Burgos, Spain, included the following steps (Figure 1):

1. Obtain data collected by GHTorrent from the GitHub repository and put it into MongoDB databases.
2. Filter the data according to needs and expand the data where possible (e.g., downloading source code files or calculating measurements such as the number of commits, number of issues opened, etc.). Some pre-processing of the data using JavaScript was completed during the database querying step and a number of Node.js scripts were used for several operations afterwards (e.g., file downloading or calculating static code metrics such as the number of lines of code, McCabe’s complexity, etc.)
3. Define an experiment with the aim of improving the software development process and pack the expanded data into a data table that will be supplied to a data mining tool to be used for a range of different techniques including regression or clustering.
4. Evaluate the data mining results and prepare experiments to validate new hypotheses based on those results.

Despite the benefits of using such repositories, it is important to remember that, sometimes, a lack of standardization in the integration process can create unformatted or missing commit messages or frequent unstable commits. This, and other constraints (not discussed here) can make data mining these repositories more difficult and/or lead to sub-optimal results.

Until now, software quality assessment has focused on single snapshots taken throughout the life of the software. Thus, the assessments have not been able to take the time variable into account. The use of software repositories allows researchers to address this shortcoming. Consequently, future software repository mining will play a key role in enhancing the software development process, allowing developers to detect weak points, predict future issues and provide optimized processes and development cycles. Open software repositories offer a number of future research opportunities.

Links:
http://sourceforge.net/
https://github.com/
http://qualitascorpus.com/
http://ghtorrent.org/
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A Refactoring Suggestion Tool for Removing Clones in Java Code

by Francesca Arcelli Fontana, Marco Zanoni and Francesco Zanoni

Code duplication is considered a widespread code smell, a symptom of bad code development practices or potential design issues. Code smells are also considered to be indicators of poor software maintainability. The refactoring cost associated with removing code clones can be very high, partly because of the number of different decisions that must be made regarding the kind of refactoring steps to apply. Here, we describe a tool that has been developed to suggest the best refactoring steps that could be taken to remove clones in Java code. Our approach is based on the classification of clones, in terms of their location in a class hierarchy, so that decisions can be made from a restricted set of refactorings that have been evaluated using multiple criteria.

Code clones [1] have been widely studied and there is a large amount of literature on this issue. This work has led to a number of different types of clones being identified. Clones involve all non-trivial software systems; the percentage of involved duplicated lines is usually estimated to be between 5% and 20% but can sometimes even reach 50% [2]. Many of the studies have investigated the factors that cause clone insertion and their results have enabled several criteria and detection techniques to be developed.

When addressing the issue of duplicated code management, we have to consider the following aspects:

• what instances are worth refactoring and which are not; and
• once an instance has been evaluated as worth of refactoring, which technique should be applied to remove a duplicated instance.

Refactoring duplicated code is a task in which code fragments are merged or moved to other locations, for example other functions, methods or classes. Moving code means that the computational logic belonging to a specific entity of the system is moved: it should be approached with caution as relocation can break the original design coherence, reducing cohesion and/or moving responsibilities to unsuitable entities. There are a number of refactoring techniques available, each having its own pros and cons in both design and lower-level aspects.

In this study, we proposed an approach that aims at automatically evaluating and selecting suitable refactoring techniques based on the classification of the clones, thus reducing the human involvement in the process. We focused our attention on the following aspects:

• an analysis of the location of each clone pair resulting in a specific set of applicable refactoring techniques,
• the ranking of the applicable refactoring techniques based on a set of weighting criteria, and
• the aggregation of the critical clone information and best refactoring techniques, according to those numerical criteria.

In line with this vision, we developed a tool which suggests the ‘best’ refactoring techniques for code clones in Java and named it the Duplicated Code Refactoring Advisor (DCRA; Figure 1). The tool consists of four components, each designed with a specific goal. Every component enriches the information obtained on the duplicate code and the whole elaboration process identifies a suitable list of techniques that could be applied to the most problematic duplications. The four components are:

• the Clone Detector, which is an external tool for detecting clone pairs (we are currently using a well known tool called NiCad [3]);
• the Clone Detailer, which analyzes the Clone Detector output and characterises every clone, detailing information such as clone location, size and type;
• the Refactoring Advisor, which visits a decision tree to choose the possible refactoring techniques related to each clone pair; the use of this component allows for refactoring technique suggestions to be made, based on the clone location and the variables contained in the clone; suggestions are ranked on the basis of the clone’s different features, e.g., a Lines of Code (LOC) variation and an evaluation of the quality resulting from its application, in terms of object-oriented programming constructs exploitation; and
• the Refactoring Advice Aggregator, which aggregates the available information on clones and refactoring techniques, groups them by class or package and then sorts them by refac-
Debugging with the Crowd: A Debug Recommendation System Based on StackOverflow

by Martin Monperrus, Anthony Maia, Romain Rouvoy and Lionel Seinturier

Debugging continues to be a costly activity in the process of developing software. However, there are techniques to decrease overall the costs of bugs (i.e., bugs get cheaper to fix) and increase reliability (i.e., on the whole, more bugs are fixed).

Some bugs are deeply rooted in the domain logic but others are independent of the specificity of the application being debugged. This latter category are called “crowd bugs”, unexpected and incorrect behaviours that result from a common and intuitive usage of an application programming interface (API). In this project, our research group here at Inria Lille (France), set out to minimize the difficulties associated with fixing crowd bugs. We propose a novel debugging approach for those worthy clone pairs. We have successfully provided an automated technique for selecting the best refactoring techniques in a given situation that is based on a classification of code clones. We experimented the Clone Detailer module on 50 systems of the Qualitas Corpus from Tempero et al. We validated all the modules of our DCRA tool on four systems of the Qualitas Corpus. The tool suggested a successful refactoring in most cases.

Through its use, the aim is that DCRA will offer a concrete reduction in the human involvement currently required in duplicated code refactoring procedures and, thus, reducing the overall effort required from software developers.
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The new debugger we are proposing works in the following manner. When faced with an understandable bug, the developer sets a breakpoint in the code presumed to be causing the bug and then approaches the crowd by clicking the ‘ask the crowd’ button. The debugger then extracts a ‘snippet’, which is defined as n lines of code around the breakpoint, and cleans them according to various criteria. This snippet acts as a query which is then submitted to a server which in turn, retrieves a list of Q&As that match that query. The idea is that within those answers lies a range of potential solutions to the bug and allows for those solutions to be reused. The user interface of our prototype is based on a crowd-based extension of Firebug, a JavaScript debugger for Firefox (Figure 1).

To determine the viability of this approach, our initial task was to confirm whether Q&A websites such as StackOverflow were able to handle snippet inputs well. Our approach only uses code to query the Q&As, as opposed to text elaborated by develo-
opers. To investigate this question, we took a dataset that comprised of 70,060 StackOverflow Q&As that were determined to possibly relate to JavaScript crowd-bugs (dataset available on request). From this dataset, 1000 Q&As and their respective snippets were randomly extracted. We then performed 1,000 queries to the StackOverflow search engine, using the snippets only as an input. This analysis yielded the following results: 377 snippets were considered to be non-valid queries, 374 snippets yielded no results (i.e., the expected Q&A was not found) and finally, 146 snippets yield a perfect match (i.e., the expected Q&A was ranked #1).

These results indicate that StackOverflow does not handle code snippets inputted as query particularly well.

In response to this issue, we introduced pre-processing functions aimed at improving matching quality between the snippets being debugged and the ones on the Q&A repository. We experimented with different pre-processing functions and determined that the best one is based on a careful filtering of the abstract syntax tree of the snippet. Thus, using this pre-processing function, we repeated the same evaluation followed above and on this occasion, 511 snippets yielded a #1 ranked Q&A (full results can be found in our online technical report [1]). Consequently, we integrated this pre-processing function into our prototype crowd-bug debugger to maximize the chances of finding a viable solution.

Beyond this case, we are conducting further research which aims to leverage crowd wisdom to improve the automation of software repair and contribute to the overarching objective of achieving more resilient and self-healing software systems.
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**RiVal: A New Benchmarking Toolkit for Recommender Systems**

by Alan Said and Alejandro Bellogín

RiVal is a newly released toolkit, developed during two ERCIM fellowships at Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica (CWI), for transparent and objective benchmarking of recommender systems software such as Apache Mahout, LensKit and MyMediaLite. This will ensure that robust and comparable assessments of their recommendation quality can be made.

Research on recommender systems often focuses on making comparisons of their predictive accuracy, i.e., the better the evaluation scores, the better the recommender. However, it is difficult to compare results between different recommender systems and frameworks, or even assess the quality of one system, due to the myriad of design and implementation options in the evaluation strategies. Additionally, algorithm implementations can diverge from the standard formulation due to manual tuning and modifications that work better in some situations. We have developed an open source evaluation toolkit for recommender systems (RiVal), which provides a set of standardised evaluation methodologies. This was achieved by retaining complete control of the evaluation dimensions being benchmarked (i.e., data splitting, metrics, evaluation strategies, etc.), independent of the specific recommendation strategies.

Recommender systems are a popular means of assisting users of a range of online services in areas, such as music (e.g., Spotify, Last.fm), movies and videos (e.g., Netflix, YouTube) or other items (e.g., Amazon, eBay) [1]. In recent years, research in this field has grown exponentially and today most top-tier research venues feature tracks on recommendation. There has been a parallel development in industry and now, many data science positions place a significant emphasis on candidates possessing expertise in recommendation techniques. This gain in popularity has led to an overwhelming growth in the amount
of available literature, as well as a large set of algorithms to be implemented. With this in mind, it is becoming increasingly important to be able to benchmark recommendation models against one another to objectively estimate their performance.

Usually, each implementation of an algorithm is associated with a recommendation framework or software library, which in turn, must provide additional layers to access the data, report performance results, etc. An emerging problem associated with having numerous recommendation frameworks is the difficulty in comparing results across software frameworks, i.e., the reported accuracy of an algorithm in one framework will often differ from the same algorithm in a different framework. Minor differences in algorithmic implementation, data management and evaluation are among the number of causes of this problem. To properly analyze this problem, we have developed RiVal, a software toolkit that is capable of efficiently evaluating recommender systems. RiVal can test the various functionalities of recommender systems while simultaneously being agnostic to the actual algorithm in use. It does not incorporate recommendation algorithms but rather, provides bindings or wrappers to the three recommendation frameworks most common at the moment, Apache Mahout, LensKit and MyMediaLite.

RiVal provides a transparent evaluation setting which gives the practitioner complete control of the various evaluation steps. More specifically, it is composed of three main modules: data splitting, candidate item generation and performance measurement. In addition, an item recommendation module is also provided that integrates the three common recommendation frameworks (listed above) into the RiVal pipeline (Figure 1). RiVal is now available on GitHub and further development information can be found on its Wiki and manual pages (see Links section below). The toolkit’s features are also outlined in detail in a paper [2] and demo [3]. The toolkit can be used programmatically as Maven dependencies, or by running it as a standalone program for each of the steps.

By using RiVal, we have been able to benchmark the three most common recommendation algorithms implemented in the three aforementioned frameworks using three different datasets. We also generated a large amount of results by using our controlled evaluation protocol, since it consisted of four data splitting techniques, three strategies for candidate item generation, and five main performance metrics. Our results point to a large discrepancy between the same algorithms implemented in different frameworks. Further analyses of these results [2] indicate that many of these inconsistencies were a result of differences in the implementation of the algorithms. However, the implementation of the evaluation metrics and methods also differed across the frameworks, which makes the objective comparison of the recommendation quality across the frameworks impossible when using a framework-internal evaluation.

The RiVal toolkit enables practitioners to perform completely transparent and objective evaluations of recommendation results, which will improve the selection of which recommendation framework (and algorithm) should be used in each situation. Providing an evaluation system, which is highly configurable, unbiased by framework-dependent implementations, and usable across frameworks and datasets, allows both researchers and practitioners to assess the quality of a recommender system in a wider context than current standards in the area allow.

This research was developed while both authors were ERCIM fellows at CWI.

**Links:**
- RiVal: [http://rival.recommenders.net](http://rival.recommenders.net)
- Apache Mahout: [https://mahout.apache.org](https://mahout.apache.org)
- LensKit: [http://lenskit.org](http://lenskit.org)
- MyMediaLite: [http://www.mymedialite.net](http://www.mymedialite.net)
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Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is a software engineering paradigm aimed at improving developer productivity and software quality. To this end, the development process in MDE does not focus on the code but rather, on the models of the system being built. Models characterize the relevant features of a system for a specific purpose, for example, documentation, analysis, code generation or simulation. By abstracting irrelevant features, system complexity is reduced and, due to support from (semi)automatic tools for some development tasks, developers can minimise human-introduced errors and enhance productivity.

For this to hold true, model quality should be a primary concern: a defect in a model can propagate into the final implementation of the software system. As for the software, the quality of the models can be regarded from many different perspectives. It is necessary to make sure that the models are realizable (i.e., the structural models should be able to be satisfied, the states in a behavioral model should be reachable, etc.). In addition, models that offer complementary views of the same system should be consistent.

Formal methods provide valuable techniques to ensure the correctness of these software models. Fortunately, abstraction makes models more amenable to analysis than source code. In any case, most formal verification problems are undecidable or have such high computational complexity that it hampers scalability. Thus, software verification is, and will remain, a grand challenge for software engineering research in the foreseeable future [1].

Beyond issues of scale, other model quality challenges include incomplete models and model evolution. These factors make the application of fully-fledged (complete and possibly undecidable) formal methods unsuitable in this context. Instead, light-weight approaches that are able to provide quick feedback and support large and complex models may be preferred, even if their outcomes can sometimes be inconclusive. We believe this pragmatic approach offers the best trade-off for non-critical software systems. In particular, we have been applying a family of light-weight formal methods, based on bounded verification by means of constraint programming, to evaluate the correctness of Unified Modeling Language (UML)/Object Constraint Language (OCL) software models.

The UML is a de facto standard for describing software models, providing a collection of visual and textual notations to describe different facets of a software system. The most popular UML notation is the class diagram, which depicts classes within an object-oriented hierarchy. However, UML class diagrams are unable to capture complex integrity constraints beyond basic multiplicity constraints. For more advanced constraints, class diagrams can be augmented using a companion textual notation, the OCL.

Using UML/OCL allows complex software systems to be designed without committing to a specific technology or platform. These designs can be verified to detect defects before investing effort in implementation. Typical design flaws include redundant constraints or inconsistencies arising from unexpected interactions among integrity constraints. These errors are far from trivial and may be very hard to detect and diagnose at the code level.

In this context, we have developed two open source tools capable of analyzing UML/OCL class diagrams: UMLtoCSP and its evolution, EMFtoCSP, which is able to deal with more general EMF-based models and is integrated within the Eclipse IDE. These tools frame correctness properties as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP), whose solution is an instance that constitutes an example that proves (or a counterexample that disproves) the property being checked. This mapping is transparent to the user, which means that they do not need a formal methods
background to execute the tools or understand their output.

The constraint-logic programming solver ECLiPSe is used as the reasoning engine to find instances. This choice offers advantages and disadvantages with respect to SAT solvers, e.g., better support for complex numerical constraints. As with all bounded verification approaches, when a solution is not found, no conclusion can be drawn about the property since a solution could exist beyond the search bounds.

We believe that using this approach could enable the adoption of model verification practices in many software companies, where currently none are employed due to the lack of a usable solution. Ultimately, this absence risks the quality of the software they produce. Nevertheless, there is still a lot of work to be done. A number of extensions are currently planned for EMFtoCSP, but we would like to highlight two. The first is incremental verification, where once a model has been checked, further evaluation should only consider the subset of the model that has changed since the last run. The second is an automatic suggestion of search bounds whereby a quick pre-analysis of the model could suggest promising bounds within which we should look for a solution to maximize the performance.
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**Figure 2:** The EMFtoCSP interface, including the selection of the constraint (a), bounds (b) and properties (c) used to make the verification. The visualization of the results are presented in (d) and (e).
When analyzing the correctness of designs in complex software systems during their early stages of development, it is essential to apply formal methods and tools. The broader system is described using a formal specification language and its relative correctness (with respect to relevant behavioural properties) is checked by formally evaluating temporal logic formulas over the underlying computational model. Over the last two decades, we have developed the KandISTI family of model checkers, each one based on a different specification language, but all sharing a common (on-the-fly) temporal logic and verification engine.

The main objective of the KandISTI framework is to provide formal support to the software design process, especially in the early stages of the incremental design phase (i.e., when designs are still likely to be incomplete and likely to contain mistakes). The main features of KandISTI focus on the possibilities of (i) manually exploring the evolution of a system and generating a summary of its behaviours; (ii) investigating abstract system properties using a temporal logic supported by an on-the-fly model checker; and (iii) obtaining a clear explanation of the model-checking results, in terms of possible evolutions of the specific computational model.

The first tool in the family was the FMC model checker which described a system by a hierarchical composition of sequential automata. This tool proved to be a very useful aid when teaching the fundamentals of automated verification techniques in the context of software engineering courses. As an attempt to reduce the gap between theoreticians and software engineers, the original model-checking approach was experimented over a computational model based on UML statecharts. In the context of the FP5 and FP6 EU projects AGILE and SENSORIA, this has led to the development of UMC, in which a system is specified as a set of communicating UML-like state machines.

In cooperation with Telecom Italia, UMC was used to model and verify an asynchronous version of the SOAP communication protocol and model and analyse an automotive scenario provided by an industrial partner of the SENSORIA project. Currently UMC is being used successfully in the experimentation of a model-checking-based design methodology in the context of the regional project TRACE-IT (Train Control Enhancement via Information Technology). This project aims to develop an automatic train supervision system that guarantees a deadlock-free status for train dispatches, even when there are arbitrary delays with respect to the original timetable. The largest model we analysed in this context had a statespace of 35 million states.

Again in the context of SENSORIA, we developed the CMC model checker for the service-oriented process algebra COWS. Service-oriented systems require a logic that expresses the correlation between dynamically generated values appearing inside actions at different times. These values represent the correlation values which allow, e.g., to relate the responses of a service to their specific requests or to handle the concept of a session involving a long sequence of interactions among interacting partners. CMC was used to model and analyse service-oriented scenarios from the automotive and finance domains, as provided by industrial partners in the project.

The most recent member of the KandISTI family is VMC, which was developed specifically for the specification and verification of software product families. VMC performs two kinds of behavioural variability analyses on a given family of products. The first is a logic property expressed in a variability-aware version of a known logic. This can directly be verified against the high-level specification of the product family behaviour, relying on the fact that under certain syntactic conditions the validity of the property over the family model guarantees the validity of the same property for all product models of the family. The second is that the actual set of

Figure 1: The railway yard layout and missions for trains on the green, red, yellow and blue lines.
valid product behaviours can be generated explicitly and the resulting specifications can be verified against the same logic property (this is surely less efficient than direct verification, but it makes it possible to identify precisely why the original property failed over the whole family). Experimentation with VMC is on-going in the context of the EU FP7 project QUANTICOL. To date, only a small version of the bike-sharing case study from QUANTICOL has been considered but more effort is needed to evaluate VMC on more realistically sized problems.
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**QVTo Model Transformations: Assessing and Improving their Quality**

by Christine M. Gerpheide, Ramon R.H. Schifferlers and Alexander Serebrenik

Model-driven engineering (MDE) can be used to develop highly reliable software which offers a range of benefits from systems analysis and verification to code generation. In MDE, system models are created by domain experts and then transformed into other models or code using model transformations. One of the languages used for writing these model transformations is QVT Operational Mappings (QVTo) which was specified in the 2007 Object Management Group (OMG) standard for model-to-model transformation languages. QVTo is regularly used by both academics and industry practitioners, including ASML, the leading provider of complex lithography systems for the semiconductor industry. Currently ASML has more than 20,000 lines of QVTo code, supporting more than a hundred model transformations.

Despite its widespread use, however, QVTo is a relatively new language. For general-purpose languages, developers have had time to share best practices and establish a number of standard reference points against which the quality of a piece of code can be judged. These are yet to be developed for QVTo.

Moreover, QVTo has a large amount of language-specific constructs which are not available in general-purpose languages or even in other model-to-model transformation languages. In fact, QVTo specifications have been described by some as “rather voluminous” and even “fantastically complex”. Therefore, it is unclear whether established intuitions about code quality apply to QVTo and a lack of standardized and codified best practices is recognized as a serious challenge in assessing their transformation quality.

In a response to this challenge, ASML and Eindhoven University of Technology have joined in an ongoing collaboration to investigate the quality of QVTo transformations. In addition to assessing the quality of a transformation, this project is also seeking to promote the creation of higher-quality transformations from their inception, improving quality proactively [1].

To achieve this goal, a bottom-up approach was used which combined three qualitative methodologies. To begin, a broad exploratory study which included the analysis of interviews with QVTo experts, a review of the existing literature and other materials, and introspection were completed. Then, a QVTo quality model was developed to formalize QVTo transformation quality: this model consisted of high-level quality goals, quality properties, and evaluation procedures. The quality model was validated using the outcomes from a survey of a broad group of QVTo developers in which they were asked to rate each model property on its importance to QVTo code quality.

Many of the model properties recognized as important for QVTo transformation quality are similar to those in traditional languages (e.g., small function size). However, this analysis also highlighted a number of properties which are specific to QVTo or other model transformation languages. For instance, we found that the following QVTo-specific properties were considered important for quality: the use of only a few black boxes, few queries with side effects, little imperative programming (e.g., for-loops) and small init sections. Deletion using trash-bin patterns was also found to be beneficial for per-
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formance as it has high test coverage in relation to functionality [2].

Test coverage also emerged as a key issue in the expert interviews, with every interviewee highlighting the lack of a test coverage tool. Consequently, we prioritized this demand and created a test coverage tool for QVTo (Figure 1). Implemented as an Eclipse plugin, the tool helps QVTo developers to create higher-quality transformations from the start: at the developers’ request, the tool reports coverage percentages for different units of QVTo transformations (e.g., mappings, helpers, constructors), as well as visualizing expressions covered and not covered by the tests. During the seven week study period, the tool was used 98 times, resulting in execution of 16,714 unit tests. In addition to assisting with debugging issues, the tool was also used by one developer to prepare a user story, a description of how to complete the specific task of an agile sprint. When preparing the user story, the developer ran the entire test suite and looked at the coverage for the modules he knew would be affected by the task to be completed. He then noted exactly which places in the modules were not covered by the test suite by inspecting the coverage overlay. Then, as part of the list of steps for the feature, he added an additional step stating that before implementation of the feature can begin, additional tests must be written to cover the untested parts. The developers also stated the tool easily identifies dead code. The coverage tool has also been added to the development team’s “Way of working” document, making it an official part of their development process.

As a side product of our research, three patches were submitted, accepted and integrated into the Eclipse QVTo core engine which was released with Eclipse Luna on June 25, 2014. Together, these patches make it possible for QVTo interpreters to easily access the test coverage tool, as well as future tools, such as an integrated profiler [3].
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Figure 1: The coverage tool highlights the covered and not covered parts of the QVTo transformation as well as reports coverage-related statistics
Redundancy in the Software Design Process is Essential for Designing Correct Software

by Mark G.J. van den Brand and Jan Friso Groote

Researchers at Eindhoven University of Technology in the Netherlands plead the case for more redundancy in software development as a way of improving the quality of outcomes and reducing overall costs.

If an engineer was asked how reliable a critical artefact must be, a likely answer might be that a system can only fail once in $10^{10}$ times. For example, the probability of a ship’s hull collapsing during its lifetime or an active high water barrier failing to function when it is requested to do so, are typically in the order of $10^{-10}$. These numbers are so low that no engineer will ever experience the failure of his own artefact.

Considering such a question led us to reflect on how it may be possible to obtain similar numbers when designing software. In our previous work, we addressed this question by constructing a simple failure model and, we found a simple answer [1]. The only way to obtain such figures was by employing redundancy. Such an approach is very common in the more classical engineering disciplines. For example, when considering support columns with a failure probability of $10^{-5}$, an engineer can simply use two columns (where only one is truly necessary), thus allowing the overall failure probability to be increased to $10^{-10}$.

To examine how this redundancy approach applies in the software development field, we must realise that software is very different from physical artefacts. In physical artefacts, components fail due to wear and tear while software fails due to built-in errors, for example, a small typing error, an incorrect algorithm or the wrong use of an interface. When such an error is activated, the software fails. As software has many varied states, it can take a long time for some errors to become active, although as shown in [2] many programming faults lead to a multitude of erroneous states. Therefore, these latter faults are far easier to catch.

The probability of a hardware failure is almost negligible and thus, can be ignored. Software errors are always directly caused by either the programmers or program designers that left those errors in the code. As humans they have a large probability of doing something wrong [3]. At best, the failure probability of humans is only $10^{-3}$ but even this figure can only be applied in situations where the tasks are very simple and the programmer highly trained. For more complex tasks, failure probabilities of $10^{-2}$ or $10^{-1}$ are more realistic. In situations where a human must complete a non-trivial task under stress, they are almost certain to fail.

It should be obvious that the difference between the failure probability of a programmer and the desired failure probability of a critical piece of software is around eight orders of magnitude. Obvious measures, such as comprehensive training for programmers or the use of the most modern programming languages are excellent solutions but alone, these measures are unable to bridge this gap. Training can never accomplish an improvement of more than a factor $10^{2}$ and for a complex task such as programming, even this is unlikely. Using modern programming languages, even domain specific languages, in combination with libraries can lead to substantial reductions in the amount of required code and thus, reduce the overall numbers of errors. However, here too, the possible reductions that can be achieved (at most a factor of 100) are insufficient.

Thus, the only way to achieve the desired failure probability of $10^{-10}$ is to consciously employ redundancy in the software design process. Typically, when constructing software, it must be described in several ways. These differing approaches should then be meticulously compared and challenged, with the goal of removing as many of the flaws that will be inherent in each description.

Several forms of redundancy are already present in actual programming, such as type checking and testing. However, these forms of redundancy came about as good practices, not conscious ways to introduce redundancy with a view to attaining a certain level of software quality.

Active redundancy can be brought into the software design process through the introduction of high level models of the software, for instance, in the form of domain specific languages, property languages such as modal logics to independently state properties, independently (and perhaps multiple) constructed implementations, and a priori described test cases. The comparison of these different views can be done by model checking (software or models against properties), model based testing (model against implementation), and systematic testing (tests against model or software). Code inspection and acceptance tests are also fruitful, but lack the rigour of comparison that the more mathematical methods have.

By acknowledging that redundancy in design is the only way to obtain reliable software, one can then question certain trends. For instance, there is an ongoing trend to eliminate the annoyance associated with static type checking. A language like Python is a typical
example, as is the introduction of the auto keyword in C++ which allows a programmer to skip writing down an explicit type. The desire for code generation out of a model, or research in generating a model and software out of requirements put on the software introduce a single point of failure in the design process. These approaches do not pay tribute to the need for redundancy and discourage the detection of flaws that are inevitably made in the design of the software. This is a serious problem, as we all know that such flaws can wreak havoc when they happen to be activated.
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**Estimating the Costs of Poor Quality Software: the ICEBERG Project**

by Luis Fernández, Pasqualina Potena and Daniele Rosso

**Project ICEBERG investigated a novel approach to improving understanding of the real cost impacts of poor quality software and supporting the suite of management decisions required to take corrective action across the entire software development cycle.**

The ICEBERG project was developed to consider the issue of Transfer of Knowledge (ToK) in the Software Quality Assurance (QA) domain and had two main objectives: (1) investigating, defining and implementing model-based processes oriented to identifying the most effective and efficient QA strategy for software development in general, and more specifically, software developed for telecommunications and finance organisations; and, as stated for this type of Marie Curie projects, (2) bolstering the research platform in this area for future work through the secondment of researchers and the specific training of early stage and recruited researchers.

**Project Motivation**

Commonly, software projects need to be performed and delivered against project schedules that specify timings, costs and quality constraints (amongst other things). One of the most cost- and time-intensive components of the overall development cycle is the QA process. A major issue associated with this process is that the individual analysis of single factors in isolation is frequently inaccurate, as pairs of factors may visibly (and sometimes adversely) affect each other. Therefore, frameworks that support decisions made in relation to meeting scheduling and quality requirements, while keeping project costs within budget, would be very helpful for project managers.

**Research Themes and Challenges**

The ICEBERG project started in February 2013 and will end in December 2017. It is funded through the European Marie Curie program (IAPP category). The project’s main scope is to provide researchers with new research skills and broaden the horizons of models-based processes with a view to identifying the most effective and efficient QA strategy in software development.

A number of institutions collaborated on this project: two research centres (CINI (Consorzio Interuniversitario Nazionale per l’Informatica) - University of Naples and University of Alcalà (UAH)) and two SMEs (Assioma.net and DEISER). Specifically, the two universities provided skills in the areas of quality estimation and forecasting models of software products/processes and related costs. The SMEs contributed highly qualified real-life experience on the testing of software projects/processes. The project involves up to 19 researchers who all have the opportunity to make cross-entity swaps with the other partner institutions. The researchers then have the opportunity to share their capacities, acquire new skills and develop new competences on decision support systems in the quality assurance domain. Once they return, this knowledge flow continues, this time back to their home institutions, enhancing European economic and scientific competitiveness. Up to three researchers have been specifically contracted for periods of 18 or 24 months in order to contribute to the project and to be trained as specialists in the field..

The key focus of the project will be the enhanced support that a joint analysis of schedules/times, costs and quality can
give to decision-making (details on the project scope can be found in [1]). A particular emphasis will be given to the design and development of innovative and effective models for (1) evaluating the costs associated with testing activities in relation to a given quality issue (e.g., missing, incomplete or wrong implementation of testing activities/phases) and (2) guiding business decision processes on what investments should be made in the software testing process (e.g., see Figure 2).

Longer-term, the objectives of the ICEBERG project include: (1) the creation of a database which enables data collected from the literature and past business (software) projects (provided by industrial partners) to be categorised; (2) the definition of model-based processes to support decision-making on investment in testing activities [3] (e.g., the scheduling and allocation of various testing activities and the effort in each phase defined in the test plan); and (3) the development of proof-of-concept IT tools for automating the application of model-based processes. Both the model-based processes and proof-of-concept IT tools will be evaluated using real-world test cases provided by the industrial partners. It will be the first attempt to combine existing literature and practical experience (provided by experts in the field). The decision-making frameworks developed through this project will help to maximize the effectiveness of practitioners. The adoption of well-assessed quality decision methods can only be effectively achieved by analyzing the effort and time necessary to incorporate them into real-world systems. Therefore, we know that understanding practitioners perceptions regarding the strengths, limitations and needs associated with using state of the art practice solutions in industry is vital. We hope that once completed, the outcomes of this work will address the classical questions “How many tests are enough?” and “When to stop software testing?”
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Software Quality in an Increasingly Agile World

by Benoît Vanderose, Hajer Ayed and Naji Habra

For decades, software researchers have been chasing the goal of software quality through the development of rigorous and objective measurement frameworks and quality standards. However, in an increasingly agile world, this quest for a perfectly accurate and objective quantitative evaluation of software quality appears overrated and counter-productive in practice. In this context, we are investigating two complementary approaches to evaluating software quality, both of which are designed to take agility into account.

Most software engineering processes and tools claim to assess and improve the quality of software in some way. However, depending on its focus, each one characterizes quality and interprets evaluation metrics differently. These differences have led to software researchers questioning how quality is perceived across various domains and concluded that it was an elusive and multifaceted concept. However, two key perspectives stand out: a software’s objective quality and subjective quality.

The objective “rationalized” perspective is taught in influential quality models and promoted through standards such as ISO/IEC 25010. It envisions quality as conformance to a pre-defined set of characteristics: quality is an intrinsic data of the product that can be measured and must be compared against a standard in order to determine its relative quality level. Therefore, from this perspective, quality assurance is closely associated with quality control.

The subjective perspective, on the other hand, defines software quality as a constantly moving target based on customer’s actual experiences with the product. Therefore, quality has to be
defined dynamically in collaboration with customers as opposed to pre-defined standards. This definition welcomes change that enhance the quality of the customer’s experience, emphasizing the possibility to tolerate deliberately bad quality (in order to do it better next time) and allows quality goals to be redefined. As such, quality is constructed and checked iteratively and can evolve over time. This then leads to constructive quality or emergent quality. The subjective perspective also promotes the idea of on-going customer’s satisfaction and garners everyone’s commitment to achieving quality: thus, quality assurance becomes an organization-wide effort or what is called holistic quality.

The suitability of either perspective depends on the software development process. In a production context, quality is defined as the conformance to set requirements while quality in a service context should take into account the fact that each stakeholder will have a different definition of what constitutes a quality experience, and furthermore, these perceptions will evolve over time. In the field of software engineering, there has been a move from the compliance view towards a constructive holistic quality assurance view. This is particularly notable in the case of iterative and incremental software engineering methods and agile methods.

Improving the support for this way of envisioning software quality is one of the research topics addressed by the PReCISE research center at the University of Namur, and current efforts focus on two complementary research areas: model-driven quality assessment and iterative context-driven process evolution.

MoCQA and AM-QuICk frameworks
Our attempts to capture the essence of a “traditional” quality assessment (i.e., metrics, quality models and standards) in a unified meta-model resulted in a fully-fledged model-driven quality assessment framework named MoCQA [1]. This framework aims to provide the methodology, tools and guidelines to integrate evaluation methods from different sources and associate them with a quality goal, a set of stakeholders and an artefact (e.g., a piece of code, UML diagram, etc.), allowing these elements to coexist in a coherent way. Being model-driven, the framework provides a unified view of the quality concerns of specific stakeholders and iteratively guides the actual assessment. However, in order to leverage the benefits of the framework, it is essential to perform the quality assessment iteratively and incrementally (the feedback from the assessment helps improve the products) and ensure that this feedback is taken into account to pilot the next steps of the development process.

Guaranteeing the positive impact of an assessment on the development process calls for iterative process evolution. Our research in the field of agile methods customization [2] revealed that this customization does not include the fact that the context itself may evolve over time. Another framework, AM-QuICk [3] is designed to allow a truly context-driven evolution of the development process, a review at each iteration ensuring that it can be adapted to the current context. It relies on the elaboration of a repository of reusable agile artefacts, practices and metrics and a context-sensitive composition system.

In order to exploit the benefits of an iterative process evolution, decision-making elements are needed to guide the evolution and decide which practices to include at the right time. This can be achieved through model-driven quality assessment, making the two approaches complementary (Figure 1).

Future Work
Looking to the future, our efforts will focus on tightening the integration between the two frameworks. Advancements in these complementary research areas offer great opportunities to provide development teams with comprehensive sets of tools with which to manage an evolving software development process that focuses on the global satisfaction of each stakeholder at each stage. Such tools ensuring these processes can operate more effectively in an increasingly agile world.
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Figure 1: An agile and quality-oriented development process based on the complementarity between the model-driven quality assessment (MoCQA) and the iterative context-driven process evolution (AM-QuICk).
Improving Small-to-Medium sized Enterprise Maturity in Software Development through the Use of ISO 29110

by Jean-Christophe Deprez, Christophe Ponsard and Dimitri Durieux

Technological small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) that are involved in developing software often lack maturity in the development process. This can result in an increased risk of software quality issues and technological debt. Recently, standards have started to address the need for lightweight process improvements through the development of the ISO 29110 series. In this article, we look at how this series can successfully be applied in the areas of (self)-assessment, diagnosis and specific tooling support.

SMEs and the small IT sections of larger companies often produce valuable software products. Due to limited resources, coping with quality issues in these very small entities (VSEs) is not an easy task. In these contexts, using process reference models such as CMMI or ISO 12207 are clearly excessive. Therefore, the need for a lightweight standard is useful and will particularly assist VSEs that need recognition as suppliers of high quality systems. Such a standard would also provide a practical process improvement tool.

Through the CE-IQS project, CETIC has been promoting the use and development of such lightweight methods for years. The group has shared its experiences with the working group 24 (WG24) of sub-committee 7 (SC7) of the Joint Technical Committee 1 (JTC1) of the International Organization for Standardization and the International Electro-technical Commission (ISO/IEC). This work has brought together contributions from numerous parties including Canada (ETS), Ireland (LERO), Japan, Thailand and Brazil, and has resulted in a new ISO/IEC 29110 series of standards. These new standards address the “Systems and Software Life Cycle Profiles and Guidelines for Very Small Entities” [1] and have been made freely available by the ISO [2]. Of particular relevance is Part 5 which contains dedicated guidelines for VSEs that are complemented by deployment packages to assist with their adoption.

The ISO/IEC 29110 series are structured to follow a progressive approach which is based on a set of profiles that range from an entry profile to the most advanced profile (see Figure 1). The entry profile consists of the simplest set of development practices, covering software implementation and project management activities, and is particularly suited to start-ups. This is followed by the basic, intermediate and advance profiles that progressively cover a growing set of activities that can handle more complex situations involving a larger range of risks. The intermediate profile, although progressing well, is yet to be published and the advanced profile is still being discussed by the WG24.

In addition to contributing to this work, CETIC is also actively applying the standard as a practical tool for increasing the maturity of VSEs developing software. This work is not being done in a certification context as there is little incentive for this measure in Belgium as opposed to Thailand and Brazil where VSEs are highly involved in off-shoring (and hence, want to obtain such a certification to advertise the quality of their work). Instead, our actions take the following forms:

• Self-assessment questionnaire: through a dedicated web-site, companies can answer a set of questions to see how their current development approach compares against the entry profile activities. The questionnaire is currently available in French, English and Czech and feedback and/or translations into other languages are welcomed.

• Light assessment: a two-hour assessment which is based on a two-page check-list based on the entry profile. This assessment can be conducted as part of a code quality assessment in a VSE context (has become mandatory to integrate some start-up incubators in Wallonia).

• Full assessment: comprises of one to two days of interviews with key personnel including the project manager, architect and possibly some developers. The assessment should be conducted in two phases so that weak
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![Figure 1: ISO29110 generic profile group and related process support](image)
The results of all these activities are reported back to the ISO. Our on-going process support service: an online service called “Easoflow” is currently being developed which will aim to help companies standardize their project management and software development processes by providing a simple and guided streamlining of the ISO/IEC 29110 entry and basic profile activities.

The results of all these activities are reported back to the ISO. Our on-going process support service: an online service called “Easoflow” is currently being developed which will aim to help companies standardize their project management and software development processes by providing a simple and guided streamlining of the ISO/IEC 29110 entry and basic profile activities.

Software Product Quality Evaluation Using ISO/IEC 25000

by Moisés Rodríguez and Mario Piattini

In recent years, software quality has begun to gain great importance, principally because of the key role software plays in our day-to-day lives. To control software quality, it is necessary to conduct evaluations of the software products themselves. The AQC Lab was established for this purpose and its core responsibility is evaluating the quality of software products against the ISO/IEC 25000 standard.

Although numerous certifications for software quality exist (e.g., ISO/IEC15504, CMMI, etc.), there is little evidence to suggest that compliance with any of these standards guarantees good software products. Critics have gone so far as to suggest that the only thing these standards guarantee is uniformity of output and thus, may actually lead to the production of bad products. Consequently, the idea that software evaluations should be based on direct evidence of product attributes is becoming more widespread. Therefore, a growing number of organizations are becoming concerned about the quality of the products that they develop and/or acquire, as well as the processes.

The ISO/IEC 25000 family of standards, known as SQuaRE (Software Product Quality Requirements and Evaluation), appears to meet this emerging need to assess product-related quality. The objective of ISO/IEC 25000 is to create a common framework within which to evaluate software product quality and this standard is now beginning to replace the previous ISO/IEC 9126 and ISO/IEC 14598 standards to become the cornerstone of this area of software engineering. ISO/IEC25000 is divided into several parts: we highlight ISO/IEC25040 [1] which defines the process of evaluating software product quality and ISO/IEC25010 [2] which determines the software product characteristics and sub-characteristics that can be evaluated.

As with other standards, ISO/IEC 25000 describes what to evaluate but does not specify how. In other words, it does not detail the thresholds for the evaluation metrics to be used, nor does it describe how to group these metrics in order to assign a quality value to a software product.

Improving this evaluation process has been the goal for AQC team (began by the Alarcos Research Group, University of Castilla-La Mancha) over the last few years. This has led to the creation of AQC Lab [3], the first laboratory accredited for ISO/ IEC17025 by ENAC (National Accreditation Entity) to assess the quality of software products using the ISO/IEC25000. The lab has also been recognised by the ILAC (International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation). This accreditation confirms the technical competence of the laboratory and ensures the reliability of the evaluation results. The AQC Lab uses three main elements to conduct the quality evaluations. These are:

• The Assessment Process which directly adopts the activities of ISO/IEC 25040 and completes them with specific laboratory roles and instructions which have been developed internally. This process produces an evaluation report that shows the level of quality achieved by the product and any software aspects that may require improvement.

• The Quality Model which defines the characteristics and metrics needed to evaluate the software product. This model was developed through the MEDUSAS (Improvement and Evaluation of Usability, Security and Maintainability of Software (2009-2012)) research project, funded by MICINN/ FEDER. Although the AQC Lab evaluates multiple features of the model presented in ISO/IEC 25100, the accreditation initially focuses on the characteristic of maintainability, principally because maintenance is one of the most expensive phases of the development lifecycle and maintain-
ability is one of the features most frequently requested by software clients. Many clients seek products that maintain themselves or can be maintained by a third party. This model required considerable effort to develop, eventually resulting in a set of quality properties that are measurable from the source code and related to the sub-characteristics of quality proposed in ISO/IEC 25010 (Table 1).

- The Evaluation Environment which largely automates the evaluation tasks. This environment uses measurement tools that are applied in the software product to combine the values obtained, assign quality levels to the model sub-characteristics and characteristics and, eventually, present them in an easily accessible manner.

In addition, the Spanish Association for Standardization and Certification (AENOR) has created a software product quality certification based on ISO/IEC 25000. To perform a certification, AENOR reviews the assessment report issued by the accredited laboratory and makes a brief audit of the company and the product. If everything is correct, the company is then given a certificate of quality for its software product.

During the past year, several pilot projects have been run using this certification scheme. Participating companies (from Spain and Italy) have been the first to be assessed and future projects are planned for companies in Colombia, Mexico and Ecuador.

High-Level Protocol Engineering without Performance Penalty for Multi-Core

by Farhad Arbab, Sung-Shik Jongmans and Frank de Boer

CWl’s Reo-to-C compiler can generate code that outperforms hand-crafted code written by a competent programmer. As such, compared to conventional approaches to parallel programming, our approach has the potential to not only improve software quality but also performance.

In 2012, we described in ERCIM News a novel approach to programming interaction protocols among threads on multi-core platforms. This approach is based on the idea of using the graphical coordination language Reo, which has been subject to ongoing development by the Formal Methods group at CWI since the early 2000s, as a domain-specific language for the compositional specification of protocols. Since then, we have developed several code generation techniques and tools for Reo, including the Reo-to-Java and Reo-to-C compilers.

In terms of software engineering and software quality there are many advantages of using Reo. Reo [1] provides declarative high-level constructs for expressing interactions and thus, programmers can specify their protocols at a more suitable level of abstraction that can be achieved by using conventional languages (e.g., Java or C). These conventional languages provide only error-prone low-level synchronization primitives (e.g., locks, semaphores). Moreover, because Reo has a formal semantics, protocols expressed in Reo can be formally analyzed to improve...
software quality and ensure correctness (e.g., by using model checking tools). Lastly, by using Reo, protocols become tangible, explicit software artifacts which promotes their reuse, composition and maintenance.

Two years ago, we thought that this list of software engineering advantages would be the main reason for programmers to adopt our approach, so long as the performance of the code generated by our compilers proved “acceptable”. At the time, it seemed ambitious to strive for the level of performance (within an order of magnitude) that competent programmers can achieve hand-crafting code using a conventional language. After all, compiling high-level specifications into efficient lower-level implementations constitutes a significant challenge.

However, while developing our compilers, we came to realize that Reo’s declarative constructs actually give us an edge, as compared to conventional languages. Reo allows for novel compiler optimization techniques that fundamentally conventional languages cannot apply. The reason for this is that Reo’s declarative constructs preserve more of a programmer’s intentions when they specify their protocols. When a sufficiently smart compiler knows exactly what a protocol is supposed to achieve, this compiler can subsequently choose the best lower-level implementation. Using conventional languages, in which programmers write such lower-level implementations by hand, information about their intentions is either irretrievably lost or very hard to extract. Therefore, to perform optimizations at the protocol logic level a compiler needs to reconstruct those intentions, but typically, it simply cannot. Thus, by using conventional languages for implementing protocols by hand, the burden of writing efficient protocol implementations rests exclusively on the shoulders of programmers, adding even more complexity to the already difficult task of writing parallel programs. As the number of cores per chip increases, the shortcomings of conventional programming languages in writing efficient protocol implementations will amplify this issue, effectively making such languages unsuitable for programming large-scale multi-core machines.

The following example, a simple producers-consumer program, offers the first evidence that our approach can result in better performance. In this program, every one of n producers produces and sends an infinite number of data elements to the consumer, while the consumer receives and consumes an infinite number of data elements from the producers. The protocol between the producers and the consumer states that the producers send their data elements asynchronously, reliably and in rounds. In every round, each producer sends one data element in an arbitrary order. A Reo specification realizes this protocol (for three producers; see Figure 1). We also had a competent programmer hand-craft a semantically equivalent program in C and Pthreads.

We compared the scalability of the code generated by our current Reo-to-C compiler with the hand-crafted implementation (Figure 2). The generated C code runs on top of a novel runtime system for parallel programs. In this example, for this protocol, the Reo-based implementation outperformed the carefully hand-crafted code.

The technology behind our compiler is based on Reo’s automaton semantics. Our most recent publication contains references to the relevant material [3]. All the optimization techniques used by the compiler have a strong mathematical foundation and we have formally proved their correctness (which guarantees correctness by construction).

We do not claim that code generated by our compiler will outperform every hand-crafted implementation in every protocol and in fact, know that it does not. However, we do believe that these first results are very encouraging and see several ways to further optimize our compiler in the future.

Links:
http://reo.project.cwi.nl
http://www.cwi.nl/~farhad
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InterpreterGlove - An Assistive Tool that can Speak for the Deaf and Deaf-Mute

by Péter Máté telki and László Kovács

**InterpreterGlove** is an assistive tool for hearing- and speech-impaired people that enables them to easily communicate with the non-disabled community through the use of sign language and hand gestures. Put on the glove, put the mobile phone in your pocket, use sign language and let speak for you!

Many hearing- and speech-impaired people use sign, instead of spoken, languages to communicate. Commonly, the only sectors of the community fluent in these languages are the affected individuals, their immediate friend and family groups and selected professionals.

We have created an assistive tool, InterpreterGlove, that can reduce communication barriers for the hearing- and speech-impaired community. The tool consists of a hardware-software ecosystem that features a wearable motion-capturing glove and a software solution for hand gesture recognition and text- and language-processing. Using these elements it can operate as a simultaneous interpreter, reading the signed text of the glove wearer aloud (Figure 1).

Prior to using the glove it needs to be configured and adapted to the user’s hand. A series of hand poses are recorded including bended, extended, crossed, closed and spread fingers, wrist positions and absolute hand orientation. This allows the glove to generate the correct gesture descriptor for any hand state. This personalization process not only enables the glove to translate every hand position into a digital handprint but also ensures that similar hand gestures will result in similar gesture descriptors across all users. InterpreterGlove is then ready for use. A built-in gesture alphabet, based on the international Dactyl sign language (also referred to as finger-spelling), is provided. This alphabet includes 26 one-handed signs, each representing a letter of the English alphabet. Users can further customize this feature by fine-tuning the pre-defined gestures. Thus, the glove is able to recognize and read aloud any fingerspelled word.

Feedback suggested that fingerspelling long sentences during a conversation could become cumbersome. However,
the customization capabilities allow the user to eliminate this inconvenience. Users can define their own gesture alphabet by adding new, customised gestures and they also have the option of assigning words, expressions and even full sentences to a single hand gesture. For example, “Good morning”, “Thank you” or “I am deaf, please speak slowly” can be delivered with a single gesture.

The main building blocks of the InterpreterGlove ecosystem are the glove, the mobile application and a backend server that supports the value-added services (Figure 2). The glove’s prototype is made of a breathable elastic material and the electronic parts and wiring are ergonomically designed to ensure seamless daily use. We used data from twelve ‘9 DoF (Degree of Freedom)’ integrated motion-tracking sensors to calculate the absolute position of the hand and to determine the joints’ deflections in 3D. The glove creates a digital copy of the hand which is denoted by our custom gesture descriptor. The glove connects to the user’s cell phone and transmits these gesture descriptors via a Bluetooth serial interface to the mobile application to be processed by the high-level signal- and natural-language processing algorithms.

Based on the biomechanical characteristics and kinematics of the human hand [1], we defined the semantics of Hagdil, the gesture descriptor. We use this descriptor to communicate the users’ gestures to the mobile device (Figure 3). Every second, 30 Hagdil descriptors are generated by the glove and transmitted to the mobile application.

Two types of algorithm are applied on the generated Hagdil descriptor stream to transform it into understandable text (Figure 4). To begin with, raw text is generated as a result of the segmentation, by finding the best gesture descriptor candidates. To achieve this a signal processing algorithm is required. Based on our evaluation, the sliding window and dynamic kinematics based solutions produced the best results and consequently these have been used in our prototype. This raw text may contain spelling errors caused by the user’s inaccuracy and natural signing variations. To address this issue, a second algorithm which performs an auto-correction function processes this raw text and transforms it into understandable words and sentences. This algorithm is based on a customised natural language processing solution that incorporates 1- and 2-gram database searches and a confusion matrix based weighting. The corrected output can then be read aloud by the speech synthesizer. Both algorithms are integrated into the mobile-based software application.

Our backend server operates as the central node for value-added services. It offers a community portal that facilitates gesture sharing between users (Figure 5). It also supports higher-
level language processing capabilities than available from the offline text processing built into the mobile application. Throughout the whole project, we worked closely with the deaf and blind community to ensure we accurately captured their needs and used their expertise to ensure the prototypes of InterpreterGlove were properly evaluated. Their feedback deeply influenced our work and achievements. We hope that this device will improve and expand communication opportunities for hearing- and speech-impaired people and thus, enhance their social integration into the wider community. It may also boost their employment possibilities.

Although originally targeted to meet the needs of hearing-impaired people, we have also realised that this tool has considerable potential for many others, for example, those with a speech-impairment, physical disability or being rehabilitated following a stroke. We plan to address additional, targeted needs in future projects. Presently, two major areas have been identified for improvement that may have huge impacts on the application-level possibilities of this complex system. Integrating the capability to detect dynamics, i.e., perceive the direction and speed of finger and hand movements, opens up new interaction possibilities. Expanding the coverage of motions capture, by including additional body parts, opens the door for more complex application scenarios.

The InterpreterGlove (“Jehnelyel tolmácskesztyű fejlesztése” KMR_12-1-2012-0024) project was a collaborative effort between MTA SZTAKI and Euronet Magyarország Informatikai Zrt. that ran between 2012 and 2014. The project was supported by the Hungarian Government, managed by the National Development Agency and financed by the Research and Technology Innovation Fund.

Links:
http://dsd.sztaki.hu/projects/TolmacsKesztyu
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The OFSE-Grid: A Highly Available and Fault Tolerant Communication Infrastructure based on Openflow

by Thomas Pfeiffenberger, Jia Lei Du and Pedro Bittencourt Arruda

The project OpenFlow Secure Grid (OFSE-Grid) evaluates the use of a software-defined networking (SDN) infrastructure in the domain of energy communication networks.

Worldwide, electrical grids are developing into smart grids. To ensure reliability, robustness and optimized resource usage, these grids will need to rely heavily on modern information and communication technologies. To support the achievement of these goals in communication networks, we evaluated the possibility of using a software-defined networking (SDN) infrastructure based on OpenFlow, to provide a dependable communication layer for critical infrastructures.

SDN proposes a physical separation of the control and data planes in a computer network (Figure 1). In this scenario, only the controller is able to configure forwarding rules in the data plane of the switches. This has the advantage of giving the system a comprehensive and complete overview of itself. With this multifaceted knowledge about the status of the network, it is easier to implement new applications in the network by writing an application that configures it properly.

The implementation of a robust and fault-tolerant, multi-cast forwarding scheme based on an OpenFlow network architecture is one of the main goals of the OFSE-Grid project. To solve this issue we use a two-layered approach. To begin with, one must know how to forward packets correctly in the topology and then, decide what to do when a fault occurs.

Different approaches have been published regarding how best to calculate the multicast tree for a network and make further improvements [1]. Fault-tolerance can be achieved either reactively or proactively. In a reactive fault-tolerant scheme, the SDN controller is responsible for recalculating the configuration rules when a failure happens. In a proactive fault-tolerant scheme, the controller pre-emptively installs all rules necessary for managing a fault.

In terms of robustness and the rational use of switch resources, a hybrid approach to fault-tolerance is best. Therefore, we propose making the network proactively tolerant to one fault (as in our current solution) so that there is very little packet loss on disconnection. However, we also propose that further research should be undertaken so that a network that is capable of reconfiguring itself to the new topology after the failure can be developed. Using this technique, the network is not only tolerant to a fault, but it is also
As part of the OFSE-Grid project we also confirmed that in general, it will be possible to use commercial off-the-shelf SDN/OpenFlow hardware to provide a robust communication network for critical infrastructures in the future [3]. Looking forward, one of our next steps will be to consider latency and bandwidth requirements in the routing decisions as this may be a major precondition for critical infrastructure.

This work was part of the Open Flow Secure Grid (OFSE-Grid) project funded by the Austrian Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology (BMVIT) within the “IKT der Zukunft” program.
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Learning from Neuroscience to Improve Internet Security

by Claude Castelluccia, Markus Duermuth and Fatma Imamoglu

This project, which is a collaboration between Inria, Ruhr-University Bochum, and UC Berkeley, operates at the boundaries of Neuroscience and Internet Security with the goal of improving the security and usability of user authentication on the Internet.

Most existing security systems are not user friendly and impose a strong cognitive burden on users. Such systems usually require users to adapt to machines, whereas we think that machines should be adjusted to users. There is often a trade-off between security and usability: in current applications security tends to decrease usability. A prime example for this trade-off can be observed in user authentication, which is an essential requirement for many websites that need to secure access to stored data. Most Internet services use password-authentication based schemes for user authentication.

Password-authentication based schemes are knowledge-based, since they require users to memorize secrets, such as passwords. In password-based authentication schemes, higher security means using long, random combination of characters as passwords, which are usually very difficult to remember. In addition, users are asked to provide different passwords for different websites, which have their own specific policy. These trade-offs are not well understood, and password-based authentication is often unpopular among users [1]. Despite substantial research focusing on improving the state-of-the-art, very few alternatives are in use.

This project explores a new type of knowledge-based authentication scheme that eases the high cognitive load of passwords. Password-based schemes, as well as other existing knowledge-based authentication schemes, use explicit memory. We propose a new scheme, MooneyAuth, which is based on implicit memory. In our scheme, users can reproduce an authentication secret by answering a series of questions or performing a task that affects their subconscious memory. This has the potential to offer usable, deployable, and secure user authentication. Implicit memory is effortlessly utilized for everyday activities like riding a bicycle or driving a car. These tasks do not require explicit recall of previously memorized information.

The authentication scheme we propose is a graphical authentication scheme, which requires users to recognize Mooney images, degraded two-tone images that contain a hidden object [2]. In contrast to existing schemes, this scheme is based on visual implicit memory. The hidden object is usually hard to recognize at first sight but is easy to recognize if the original image is presented beforehand (see Figure 1). This technique is named after Craig Mooney, who used similar images of face drawings as early as 1957 to study the perception of incomplete pictures in children [3].

Our authentication scheme is composed of two phases: In the priming phase, the user is ‘primed’ with a set of images, their Mooney versions and corresponding labels. During the authentication phase, a larger set of Mooney images, including the primed images from the priming phase, is displayed to the user. The user is then asked to label the Mooney images that she was able to recognize. Finally, the system computes an authentication score from the correct and incorrect labels and decides to grant or deny access accordingly. A prototype of our proposed authentication scheme can be found online (see link below). We tested the viability of the scheme in a user study with 230 participants. Based on the participants from the authentication phase we measured the performance of our scheme. Results show that our scheme is close to being practical for applications where timing is not overly critical (e.g., fallback authentication).

We believe that this line of research, at the frontier of cognitive neuroscience and Internet security, is very promising and requires further research. In order to improve the usability of authentication schemes, security researchers must achieve a better understanding of human cognition.

Link:
http://www.mooneyauth.org
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Figure 1: Left is the modified gray-scale version of the image, right is the Mooney version of the gray-scale image [2]. Copyright for the original image by Alex Pepperhill (CC by 2.0, source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/56278705@N05/8854256691/in/photostream/).
Mathematics Saves Lives: The Proactive Planning of Ambulance Services

by Rob van der Mei and Thije van Barneveld

Research into the fields of information and communications technology and applied mathematics is very relevant for today’s society. At CWI, we have pursued investigations in these fields to enhance the vital services provided by ambulances through the development of Dynamic Ambulance Management.

In life-threatening emergency situations, the ability of ambulance service providers (ASPs) to arrive at an emergency scene within a short period of time can make the difference between survival or death for the patient(s). In line with this, a service-level target is commonly used that states that for high-emergency calls, the response time, i.e., the time between an emergency call being placed and an ambulance arriving at the scene, should be less than 15 minutes in 95% of cases. To realise such short response times, but still ensure running costs remain affordable, it is critical to efficiently plan ambulance services. This encompasses a variety of planning problems at the tactical, strategic and operational levels. Typical questions that must be answered include “How can we reliably predict emergency call volumes over time and space?”, “How can we properly anticipate and respond to peaks in call volumes?”, “How many ambulances are needed and where should they be stationed?”, and “How should ambulance vehicles and personnel be effectively scheduled?”.

A factor that further complicates this type of planning problems is uncertainty, an ever-present consideration that in this context, will affect the entire ambulance service-provisioning process (e.g., emergency call-arrival patterns, travel times, etc.). The issue is that the planning methods currently available typically assume that “demand” (in the context of ambulance services this would refer to call volumes and their geographical spread) and “supply” (the availability of vehicles and ambulance personnel at the right time in the right place) parameters are known a priori. This make these methods highly vulnerable to randomness or uncertainty, and the impacts this inevitably has on the broader planning process, namely inefficiencies, and higher costs. For ambulance services, the challenge is to develop new planning methods that are both scalable and robust against the inherent randomness associated with the service process, both real and non-real time.

A highly promising development that is gaining momentum in the ambulance sector is the emergence of Dynamic Ambulance Management (DAM). The basic idea of DAM is that ambulance vehicles are proactively relocated to achieve a good spatial coverage of services in real time. By using dynamic and proactive relocation strategies, shorter arrival times can be achieved [1].

To illustrate the use of DAM, consider the following example area which features six cities (A, D, E, L, U and Z; Figure 1), serviced by seven ambulances. When there are no emergencies (a ‘standard situation’), optimal vehicle coverage is obtained by positioning one ambulance in each of the six cities, with one additional vehicle in city A as it has the largest population. Now consider a scenario where an incident occurs at city L while simultaneously, two additional incidents are occurring in city A. These incidents can all be serviced by the ambulances currently located in each of the two cities. Under an ‘optimal’ dynamic relocation policy, this scenario should then trigger a proactive move by the ambulance in city D to city L, in order to maintain service coverage. As soon as that ambulance is within a 15-minute driving range of city L, the ambulance at city U should move to city D (note that city U is smaller than D, meaning that it can be covered by city E’s ambulance). The ambulance at city Z can then proactively move to city A. This example illustrates the complexity in using DAM: for example, what additional steps would be appropriate if an additional accident was to occur in city U whilst the ambulance was transitioning between cities U and D?

The key challenge in an approach such as DAM is developing efficient algorithms that support real-time decision making. The fundamental question is “under what circumstances should proactive relocations be performed, and how effective are these relocation actions?”. Using methods from the stochastic optimization techniques Markov Decision Processes and Approximate Dynamic Programming, we have developed new heuristics for DAM [2,3]. Implementation of these solutions in the visualization and simulation package suggests that strong improvements in service quality can be realised, when compared with the out-

Figure 1: Illustration of proactive relocations of ambulance vehicles.
An IoT-based Information System Framework towards Organization Agnostic Logistics: The Library Case

by John Gialelis and Dimitrios Karadimas

SELIDA, a printed materials management system that uses radio frequency identification (RFID), complies with the Web-of-Things concept. It does this by employing object naming based services that are able to provide targeted information regarding RFID-enabled physical objects that are handled in an organization agnostic collaborative environment.

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has already revolutionised areas such as logistics (i.e., supply chains), e-health management and the identification and traceability of materials. The challenging concept of RFID-enabled logistics management and information systems is that they use components of the Electronic Product Code (EPC) global network, such as Object Naming Services (ONS) and the EPC Information Services (EPCIS) in order to support the Internet of Things concept.

SELIDA is a joint research project between the Industrial System Institute, the University of Patras (Library and Information Center), the Athens University of Economics and Business, Ergologic S.A and Orasys ID S.A. This project introduces an architectural framework that aims to support as many of the EPC global standards as possible (Figure 1). The project’s main goal is the ability to map single physical objects to URIs in order to provide, to all involved organizations in the value chain, various information related to these objects (tracking, status, etc). This is mainly achieved by SELIDA’s architectural framework which is able to support as many of the EPC global standards as possible (Figure 1) along with the realization of ONS-based web services available in the cloud. This architectural framework is a value-chain agnostic which relates to:

• the common logistics value-chain;

• the physical documents inter-change value-chain; and

• in demanding cases, the objects inter-change value-chain.

The discovery and tracking service of physical documents that has been implemented exploits both ONS 1.0.1 and EPCIS 1.0.1, in order to allow EPC tagged documents to be mapped to the addresses of arbitrary object management services (OMS), albeit ones with a standardised interface.

The main constituents of the architectural framework are:

• The RFID middleware which is responsible for receiving, analysing processing and propagating the data collected by the RFID readers to the information system which supports the business processes.

• The Integration Layer which seamlessly integrates the EPC related functions to the existing services workflow.
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While the existing legacy systems could be altered, such a layer is preferable because of the reliability offered by shop floor legacy systems in general.

- The ONS Resolver which provides secure access to the ONS infrastructure so that its clients can not only query the OMSs related to EPCs (which is the de facto use case for the ONS) but also introduce new OMSs or delete any existing OMSs for the objects.
- The OMS which provides management, tracking and other value added services for the EPC tagged objects. The ONS Resolver maps the OMS to the objects, according to their owner and type, and they should be implemented according to the EPCIS specification (see link below).

The SELIDA architecture has been integrated into KOHA, the existing Integrated Library System used in the University of Patras Library and Information Center. As with all integrated library systems, KOHA supports a variety of workflows and services that accommodate the needs of the Center. The SELIDA scheme focuses on a handful of those services and augments them with additional features. This is generally done by adding, in a transparent way, the additional user interface elements and background processes that are needed for the scheme to work. In order to provide the added EPC functionality to the existing KOHA operations, the integration layer was designed and implemented to seamlessly handle all the extra work, along with the existing service workflow. The SELIDA scheme provides additional functionality to services such as Check Out, Check In, New Record and Delete Record. There are also a number of tracking services that our scheme aims to enhance; these are History, Location and Search/Identify.

Lost Container Detection System

by Massimo Cossentino, Marco Bordin and Patrizia Ribino

Each year thousands of shipping containers fail to arrive at their destinations and the estimated damage arising from this issue is considerable. In the past, a database of lost containers was established but the difficult problem of identifying them in huge parking areas was entrusted to so-called container hunters. We propose a system (and related methods) that aims to automatically retrieve lost containers inside a logistic area using a set of sensors that are placed on cranes working within that area.

The implemented architecture focuses on addressing the issue of empowering the whole framework with a standard specification for object tracking services by utilising an ONS. Thus, the organisations involved are able to act agnostically of their entities, providing them with the ability to resolve EPC tagged objects to arbitrary services in a standardised manner.

Links:
KOHA: www.koha.org
ISO RFID Standards: http://rfid.net/basics/186-rfid-standards-a-complete-list
Survey: http://www.rfidjournal.com/articles/view/9168
EPCglobal Object Name Service (ONS) 1.0.1: http://www.gs1.org/gsmp/kc/epcglobal/ons/ons_1_0_1-standard-20080529.pdf
EPCglobal framework standards: http://www.gs1.org/gsmp/kc/epcglobal
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The Lost Container Detection System (LostCoDeS) [1] is an ICT solution created for avoiding the costly loss of containers inside large storage areas, such as logistic districts or shipping areas. In these kinds of storage areas (Figure 1), several thousand of containers are moved and stacked in dedicated zones (named cells) daily. Nowadays, the position of each stacked container is stored in a specific database that facilitates the later retrieval of this location information. As the movement and management of containers involves many different workers (e.g., crane operators, dockers, administrative personnel, etc.), communication difficulties or simply human distraction can cause the erroneous positioning of containers and/or the incorrect updating of location databases. In large areas that store thousands of containers, such errors often result in containers becoming lost and thus, result in the ensuing difficulties associated with finding them.

At present, to the best of our knowledge, there are no automatic solutions available that are capable of solving this particular problem without the pervasive use of tracking devices. Most of the proposed solutions in the literature address container traceability during transport (either to their destinations or inside logistic districts) by using on-board tracking devices [2] or continuously monitoring the containers with ubiquitous sensors [3], only to name a few.
The LostCoDeS is a system that is able to detect a misplaced container inside a large storage area without using any kind of positioning or tracking devices on the container. The novelty of the LostCoDeS lies in the method we use to find the lost containers, rather than on the wide use of hardware devices on containers. In this system, a few sets of sensors are placed on the cranes working inside the logistic area. Using the data from these sensor sets, an algorithm can then verify if there are any misplaced containers that may indicate a lost item. The architectural design of LostCoDeS is quite simple. It is composed of a set of sensors for capturing geo-data related to the large storage area, a workstation for elaborating these data and a network for communicating data to a storage device. An informal architectural representation of LostCoDeS is presented in Figure 2.

From the functional perspective, LostCoDeS is based on three main algorithms: the former allows to execute a multi-modal fusion of data coming from the set of sensors; the second one is able to reproduce a three-dimensional representation of geo-data and finally the last one implements a comparison between real data perceived by the sensors and expected ones.

Hence, our system is able to generate a representation of the container stacks to detect anomalies. More in detail, the LostCoDeS is able to (i) detect the incorrect placement of containers; (ii) identify the likely locations of lost containers; (iii) indicate the presence of non-registered containers; (iv) indicate the absence of registered containers; and (v) monitor the positioning operations.

The main advantage of the LostCoDeS is that the detection of lost containers can be completed during normal handling operations. Moreover, it overcomes the limitations associated with traditional tracking systems which are based on radio signals, namely that the reliability and stability of transmissions is not guaranteed when the signal has to pass through obstacles (e.g., metal). Further, the system is discrete (i.e., there is no need to install cameras and/or other equipment over the monitored area) and low cost (i.e., there is no need to install tracking devices on the containers), but still maintains an ability to monitor large areas. It is also worth noting that the continuous monitoring of operations is not strictly required (although useful) as the system is capable of identifying misplaced containers even when it starts from an unknown location.
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Smart Buildings: An Energy Saving and Control System in the CNR Research Area, Pisa

by Paolo Barsocchi, Antonino Crivello, Erina Ferro, Luigi Fortunati, Fabio Mavilia and Giancarlo Riolo

"Renewable Energy and ICT for Sustainability Energy" (or "Energy Sustainability") is a project led by the Department of Engineering, ICT, and Technologies for Energy and Transportations (DIITET) of the Italian National Research Council (CNR). This project aims to study and test a coordinated set of innovative solutions to make cities sustainable, with respect to their energy consumption.

To achieve its goal, the project is based on i) the widespread use of renewable energy sources (and related storage technologies and energy management), ii) the extensive use of ICT technologies for the advanced management of energy flows, iii) the adaption of energy-efficient city services to demands (thus encouraging rational use of energy resources and, thus, savings), and iv) the availability of energy from renewable sources.

This project is aligned with the activities of the European Commission under their energy efficiency theme. By June 2014, the European Member States will have to implement the new Directive 2012/27/EU (4 December 2012). This Directive establishes that one of the measures to be adopted is “major energy savings for consumers”, where easy and free-of-charge access to data on real-time and past energy consumption, through more accurate individual metering, will empower consumers to better manage their energy consumption [1].

The Energy Sustainability project focuses on six activities. We are involved in the “in-building” energy sustainability component. The main goal of this sub-project is to compute the real energy consumption of a building, and to facilitate energy savings when and where possible, through the experimental use of the CNR research area in Pisa. This research area is more complex than a typical, simple building, as it hosts 13 institutes. However, energy to the area is supplied through a single energy source, which means that the institutes have no way of assessing their individual energy consumption levels.

The main requirements of the In-Building sub-project are that it must:

- monitor the power consumption of each office (lights and electrical sockets),
- regulate the gathering and visualization of data via permits,
- support real-time monitoring and the ability to visualize time series,
- define energy saving policies,
- be cheap and efficient.

We developed an Energy long-term Monitoring System (hereafter referred to as the EMS@CNR), which is composed of a distributed ZigBee Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), a middleware communication platform [2] and a set of decision policies distributed on the cloud (Figure 1). At the time of writing, there are sensor nodes of this WSN installed in some offices of our Institute (CNR-ISTI). Each sensor node can aggregate multiple transducers such as humidity, temperature, current, voltage, Passive Infrared (PIR), pressure sensors and noise detector. Each node is connected to a ZigBee Sink, which provides Internet-of-Things connectivity through the IPv6 addressing methodology. The choice to use a ZigBee network was driven by several technology characteristics, such as ultra low-power consumption, the use of unlicensed radio bands, cheap and easy installation, flexible and extendable networks, integrated intelligence for network set-up and message routing.

In order to measure the energy consumption of a room, we need to assess the values of current and voltage waveforms at the same instant. This is driven by the need to operate within existing buildings, without the possibility of changing existing electrical appliances. We used a current and voltage transformer. We also installed a PIR and a noise detector in a single node, and a set of pressure detectors, installed in another node under the floating floor, in order to determine the walking direction of a person (i.e., to detect if he is entering or leaving the office). This helps to determine whether or not someone is in the office, which is an information that drives decisions regarding potential energy savings for that specific room. As an example, in an office where nobody is present, lights and other electric appliances (apart from computers) can be automatically switched off. Currently, the decision policies do not take into account data coming from welfare transducers, such as temperature and relative humidity. This data will be included in the in-progress decision policies.

Sensor data collected by the deployed WSN are stored in a NoSQL document-oriented local database, such as
MongoDb. In order to provide both a real-time view of the sensor data and a configuration interface, we implemented a web interface, named WebOffice, that runs on JBoss 7.1. It implements the JavaEE specification and it is free and open-source. The Web interface provides a login system to protect data display and ensure privacy. After making a successful login, according with the permission, the sensor data are shown in the main page. There are two main types of graphics: dynamic charts (for real-time visualization and historical data) and gauges (for an immediate display of the last value recorded).

**Links:**
- ZigBee: http://www.zigbee.org/
- JBoss: http://www.jboss.org/overview/
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**T-TRANS: Benchmarking Open Innovation Platforms and Networks**

by Isidoros A. Passas, Nicos Komninos and Maria Schina

*What might sixty web-based platforms and networks have to tell us about open innovation? The FP7 project T-TRANS aims to define innovation mechanisms for Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) that facilitate the transfer of related innovative products and services to the market.*

The T-TRANS project addresses the difficulties associated with transferring new technologies, and seeks to capitalise on the significant opportunities to improve efficiency and reduce costs once those technologies are commercialised. One of the expected outcomes of the project will be the establishment of a pilot innovation network that is focused on ITS. Initially this network will feature three glocal (global to local) communities that are suitable for ITS commercialisation, referred to as CIMs, and will be implemented in Central Macedonia (Greece), Galicia (Spain) and Latvia. This will set the scene for a more expansive Europe-wide ITS e-innovation network.

With the view to informing the design of this new e-innovation network, T-TRANS partners undertook an analysis to benchmark open innovation platforms and networks [1]. From this work, the partners were able to gain a better understanding of what it takes for a network to serve the objectives of its members and sustain itself effectively. Benchmarking is widely defined as the act of comparatively assessing an organisation’s technologies, production processes and products against leading organisations in similar markets. The T-TRANS benchmarking exercise was based on three main pillars of comparison and assessment: (1) the platform, (2) the collaboration network and (3) the added value of the network and the platform. Each of these pillars has been described by a set of characteristics or attributes. A benchmarking template was developed to capture the data that was included and the indicators that were used to benchmark each characteristic.

Platforms are considered to be those web-based systems that can be programmed and therefore, customised by developers and users. They may also accommodate the goals for on-going collaborative and/or joint initiatives that the original developers could not have possibly contemplated or had time to accommodate. A forthcoming publication by Angelidou et al. [2] presents an analysis of the current trends in innovation strategies set by the companies. The kind of trends that appear are 1) the majority of firms introducing new-to-market innovation do perform in-house R&D; 2) companies turn to open innovation and collaborative networks, especially the formation of global networks, and external knowledge partnerships for the acquisition of knowledge, fresh ideas and market access; 3) users and consumers also play a growing role, increasing the interaction between demand and supply; 4) multinational firms have a leading role in the globalisation of innovation; 5) local knowledge and capabilities as well as proximity to research and education institutions continue to matter for innovation.

A key finding of this work was that the results “indicate that there is no return to the old linear model of innovation, and R&D translates directly and spontaneously to innovation. On the contrary the systemic and network perspective is consolidated and shapes all drivers of innovation creation, such as universities and tertiary education, patenting and technology transfer, knowledge infrastructure and flows, international cooperation, governance and stakeholders’ involvement in shaping policies for innovation. Traditional innovation networks comprising only a few nodes evolve to extremely large networks with hundreds of participants from all over the world. They include local and global partners, but with the spread of ICTs and virtual networks they are becoming glocal, combining local competences with global know-how and access to markets”. This perspective provided the necessary definition framework for collaborative innovation networks and has been used in the T-TRANS benchmarking exercise.

Of the sixty cases considered in the benchmarking analysis, 66% were characterised as platforms and 51% as networks. The objectives of both platforms and networks are very clearly stated and identified. Clear objectives are crucial since they state exactly what the platform and/or network is intended to either build or support. Having clearly defined objectives supports the enrolment of new users and members and on-going operations. Some of the key objectives related to the collaborative design and development of products, problem solving, brainstorming and the creation of communities for crowdsourcing ideas. Interestingly, one of the plat-
form/network combinations we examined provided a gamified community where members could complete missions and earn points and badges. Another identified objective was to support ideas that can help improve living conditions, including activities ranging from early stage investment to in-depth research thus, strengthening the social aspect of innovation and the development of innovative new products.

Following an analysis of these objectives, in accordance with the clear statements they made, we found that in the majority of instances the benefits of the platforms and networks we examined were clearly stated as well. Some of the benefits identified included effective cross-cultural collaboration, a deep understanding of complex issues, patent application and invention licensing coaching and collaboration opportunities in R&D and innovation. A commonly identified benefit was the free access to shared knowledge. In general, most of the networks stated that a creative process was much more powerful if it was fuelled by large numbers of participants who were all thinking about the same problem at the same time. The promotion of businesses between inventors and interested parties was another common benefit and crowdsourcing capabilities appeared to be an emerging benefit trend.

Most of the platforms were focused although not to a significant degree. Among the thematic domains identified were innovations services and patent invention support, grants and innovation management, disruptive and open innovation, innovation management and technology transfer and networking services.

The main supporting actions performed by the networks are towards knowledge transfer, collaboration and joint development. The platforms were categorised into 7 new product development stages as defined by the Coopers’ Stage Gate methodology (Figure 2). The platforms mainly supported the processes which occur in the first four stages: idea generation, screening, concept development and testing and business analysis.

In conclusion, web-based platforms are an essential component of innovation networks, enlarging and extending collaborative opportunities across geographical and time zones and enabling the participation of large numbers of users, inventors and innovators, thus supporting an “innovation-for-all” culture [3].

Links:
Project T-TRANS: http://www.ttransnetwork.eu/
List of examined open innovation platforms and entities: http://wp.me/a2OwBG-PW
Stage-Gate innovation process: http://www.stage-gate.com/aboutus_founders.php
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CloudFlow - Computational Cloud Services and Workflows for Agile Engineering - is a European Integrating Project (IP) in the framework of Factories of the Future (FoF) that aims at making Cloud infrastructures a practical solution for manufacturing industries, preferably small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The objective of CloudFlow is to ease the access to computationally demanding virtual product development and simulation tools, such as CAD, CAM, CAE, and make their use more affordable by providing them as Cloud services.

The project is now open for new (teams of) participants and solicits small consortia consisting of one to four partners (end users, software vendors, HPC/Cloud infrastructure providers and research organizations) to respond to the open call for proposals. With the call, the project seeks to increase the number of partners and application experiments currently being carried out within the CloudFlow project.

Application experiments will be rooted in computational technology for manufacturing and engineering industries, preferably SMEs, in stages covering but not limited to:
- design (CAD),
- simulation (product, process, factory, etc.),
- optimization,
- visualization,
- manufacturing planning,
- quality control and
- data management, addressing workflows along the value chain in and across companies.

The deadline of the first Call is 30 September 2015. The expected duration of participation is January to December 2015. A second Call is expected to be launched in June 2015.

More information:
http://www.eu-cloudflow.eu
http://www.eu-cloudflow.eu/open-calls/first-call.html

7th International Conference of the ERCIM WG on Computational and Methodological Statistics

Pisa, Italy, 6-8 December 2014

The 7th International Conference on Computational and Methodological Statistics is organised by the ERCIM Working Group on Computational and Methodological Statistics and the University of Pisa.

The conference will take place jointly with the 8th International Conference on Computational and Financial Econometrics (CFE 2014). The conference has a high reputation of quality presentations. The last editions of the joint conference CFE-ERCIM gathered over 1200 participants.

Topics
Topics include all subjects within the aims and scope of the ERCIM Working Group CMStatistics: robust methods, statistical algorithms and software, high-dimensional data analysis, statistics for imprecise data, extreme value modeling, quantile regression and semiparametric methods, model validation, functional data analysis, Bayesian methods, optimization heuristics in estimation and modelling, computational econometrics, quantitative finance, statistical signal extraction and filtering, small area estimation, latent variable and structural equation models, mixture models, matrix computations in statistics, time series modeling and computation, optimal design algorithms and computational statistics for clinical research.

The journal Computational Statistics & Data Analysis will publish selected papers in special peer-reviewed, or regular issues.

More information:
http://www.cmstatistics.org/ERCIM2014/

Research Data Alliance and Global Data and Computing e-Infrastructure challenges

Rome, Italy, 11-12 December 2014,

The Research Data Alliance and global Data and Computing e-Infrastructure challenges event is being organised within the framework of the Italian Presidency of the European Union and will take place in Rome, Italy on 11-12 December 2014.

This event will focus on how synergies between e-Infrastructures and the ambitious European Research Infrastructures roadmap (ESFRI) and other major initiatives with high potential impact on research and innovation (e.g. HBP, COPERNICUS, and other initiatives across Horizon 2020) can be strengthened. This implies a strong European coordination between these initiatives. It also puts particular emphasis on the importance of long term sustainable support to basic services for the research and education communities as well as on the consolidation of global cooperation for Research Data and Computing infrastructures in the above contexts.

The event is organised with the support of the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and Research (MIUR), the Italian Supercomputing Center (CINECA), the Italian National Research Council (CNR), the Italian National Institute for Geophysics and Volcanology (INGV) and RDA Europe. High-level policy-makers, national, European, and international scientists, academics, as well as government representatives will be invited to attend.

Participation to this event is by invitation only.

More information:
https://europe.rd-alliance.org/Content/Events.aspx?id=230
World’s First Patient Treated by Full 3-D Image Guided Proton Therapy

Proton therapy is considered the most advanced and targeted cancer treatment due to its superior dose distribution and reduced side effects. Protons deposit the majority of their effective energy within a precisely controlled range within a tumor, sparing healthy surrounding tissue. Higher doses can be delivered to the tumor without increasing the risk of side effects and long-term complications, improving patient outcomes and quality of life. The Belgian company IBA is the world leader in the field.

IBA and the iMagX team at Université catholique de Louvain have jointly developed a software platform and a 3-D cone beam CT in order to guide the proton beam in real time in the treatment room in the frame of a public-private R&D partnership between IBA, UCL and the Walloon Region of Belgium. The system allows for dose delivery estimation and efficient 3-D reconstruction, co-registration of the in-vivo image with the treatment planning based on offline 3-D high resolution Computer Tomography of the patient, both in real time. IBA’s AdaPTInsight is the first operational software based on ImagX software. The global system including the hardware and software were granted FDA approval and has been used for the first time to treat a patient in Philadelphia, United States, at Penn Medicine’s Department of Radiation Oncology on 9 September 2014. More information can be found at http://www.imagx.org.

Altruism in Game Theory

Research shows that consideration for others does not always lead to the best outcome - that is, when it’s applied in game theory. Bart de Keijzer (CWI) studied algorithms for game theory, with a focus on cooperative aspects. He defended his PhD thesis ‘Externalities and Cooperation in Algorithmic Game Theory’ on 16 June at VU University. His research results can have applications in data and traffic networks, peer-to-peer networks and GSP auctions, such as used by Google Adwords.

In conventional models it is a common assumption that players are only interested in themselves. However, in real life players are also influenced by others. De Keijzer investigated the impact of cooperation, friendship and animosity on different games. One of his conclusions is that when players behave altruistic, the flow in a road or data network can become worse. “It’s a remarkable result that for the mathematical concept of social welfare, one can sometimes better choose at the expense of others, than to change the strategy to please them,” the researcher says.

With these more realistic models researchers and policy makers can make better qualitative predictions. Other research results from De Keijzer, who is now working at the Sapienza University of Rome, have applications in procurement auctions, treasury auctions, spectrum auctions and the allocation of housing. See also http://bart.pakvla.nl/

Essay Contest

Prize for Tommaso Bolognesi

In August 2014 Tommaso Bolognesi, senior researcher at ISTI-CNR, Pisa, was awarded for the second time (the first was in 2011) a prize in the essay contest “How Should Humanity Steer the Future?”, launched by the U.S. institution FQXi (Foundational Questions Institute). His essay, entitled ‘Humanity is much more than the sum of humans’, ambitiously attempts to use ideas on the computational universe conjecture by Wolfram and others, on life evolving as software and on mathematical biology by G. Chaitin, and on integrated information and consciousness by G. Tononi, for providing some formal foundations to the cosmological visions of the French Jesuit and paleontologist Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. The essay can be found and commented at: http://fqxi.org/community/forum/topic/2014.
ERCIM - the European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics is an organisation dedicated to the advancement of European research and development, in information technology and applied mathematics. Its member institutions aim to foster collaborative work within the European research community and to increase co-operation with European industry.

Subscribe to ERCIM News and order back copies at http://ercim-news.ercim.eu/